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 The focus of this thesis is a statistically grounded analysis of early 14th century 
Norwegian sound patterns using an electronically transcribed corpus of thirty-one royal 
charters written by four named scribes between 1309 A.D. - 1340 A.D. The written language 
of these medieval documents is highly variable and it has historically been contested to what 
extent genuine linguistic and grammatical characteristics can be learned from them. In this 
study, the written words have been collected into a database where the sound patterns have 
been analyzed, both in correspondence with written and interpreted phonetic patterns. These 
patterns have then been compared across scribes to reveal broader regularities as well as 
deviations. Using this method, genuine sound processes and written tendencies have been 
distinguished. The results of this investigation are shown to be incongruent with current 
phonological analyses and a potential pattern of Vowel Harmony not otherwise yet attested 
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 From the earliest attested writing on parchment (ca. 12th century) to the end of the 
14th century, vowel height harmony (VH) is attested among central Scandinavian scripta.1 
The orthographic distribution of unstressed i/e and u/o affected by this phenomenon as well 
as its fundamental dialectal variation in Old Norwegian have been frequently studied in the 
traditional descriptive literature (Hægstad 1899, 1902, 1907, 1908, 1915, 1942; Larsen 1913; 
Seip 1955;                                                                               
                                          1980; Majors 1998; Stokstad 1998) and inadequate 
in accounting for apparent exceptional deviations. The patterns of unstressed vowel height in 
O.Norw. were considerably variable and is typically inconsistently expressed at least to some 
degree even within the same writer and the same text. This means that any linguistic 
description of O.Norw. necessarily requires the statistical generalization of one or another 
form among genuinely contradictory data. Despite this obvious problem, even rudimentary 
quantitative descriptions of the distribution of unstressed i/e and u/o are very few (Hagland 
1978a; 1986: 52-54, 111-114) while thorough statistical examinations are entirely lacking.  
 It is the intention of this study to provide a concrete phonetic description of early 14th 
century O.Norw. unstressed vowels grounded in transparent quantitative graphemic and 
phonological examinations. To that end a corpus of 31 signed and original charters (7,485 
words) written by four scribes Hákon Ívarsson, Ívarr Auðunarson, Páll Styrkársson, and 
Þorgeirr Tófason has been electronically encoded (Appendix I-II). Using this resource, a 
graphically and phonetically annotated database of relevant harmonic forms (1,847 harmonic 
spans) has been constructed (Appendix III). By evaluating these processes at both graphic and 
phonetic levels, the graphemic-phonological interface can be studied directly. Comparisons of 
variation and uniformity across individual scribes allows for the identification of both broader 
orthographic and phonological phenomena. Most importantly this method reveals significant 
cross-linguistically unattested anti-identity effects in O.Norw. VH-opacity. It is shown that 
these debated cases of opacity are consistent within and across the material despite divergent 
graphic patterns among the scribes. Using these findings, the validity of current phonological 
accounts have been evaluated. It is illustrated that the blocking patterns are  historically 
correlated with i- and u-umlaut, but are at the synchronic level difficult to define.  
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Following Hægstad's pioneering work on Old Norwegian dialects (1899-1942), the 
primary areas for O.Norw. VH were historically thought to be spread across Trøndelag, 
Østlandet, and Northern Vestlandet while Southern Vestlandet featured either fixed  ―  or 
 ―  patterns. However later examinations of modern Southern West Norwegian dialects 
(Larsen 1913; Seip 1915: 63; cf. also Hægstad 1908: 141),  Irish loanwords (Marstrander 1915: 
83-88), and more critical analysis of Hægstad's selected corpus (Knudsen 1936: 197-199; 
Pettersen 1989) have  since drawn this divide into question. It is now generally assumed that 
VH was a common Norwegian phenomenon whose historical development presumably varied 
considerably across space and time (Hagland 2013: 619-621; Knudsen 1936; Pettersen 1989; 
Seip 1955: 130-131). Knudsen argues that VH is therefore a less useful dialect marker and that 
it is natural that it should receive "en mindre dominerende plass enn den hittil har hatt i 
sproghistoriske fremstillinger" (1936: 197). This is not a necessary nor desirable consequence. 
VH has the potential for providing significant evidence regarding the provenance and age of 
Norwegian scripta, possibly even the identification of individual writers, but detailed and 
critical examinations of its system and its variation among individual scribes, localities, and 
time periods have not yet been undertaken. It is hoped that the present study will provide a 
working model by which historical phonological processes can be objectively studied and 
consistently historically and geographically compared. 
 The complex historical interaction of VH with other phonological processes (§4.2.2) 
and vowel coalescences (§4.2.1) compounded with the highly variable graphic notation of 
these sound patterns (§4.3.1-2) has made for serious inconsistencies in the appearance of VH 
in medieval Norwegian scripta. Previous analyses have been incapable of providing lucid 
explanations of these sound patterns, the mechanisms which brought them about, and in 
particular their medieval Norwegian graphemic relations. Such variation within individual 
texts and writers has historically been cited as evidence of competition between spoken and 
written language forms (Seip 1955: 101-106). If correct, insights into genuine linguistic 
characteristics are potentially inaccessible where written and spoken forms do not align. 
Amund B. Larsen makes this point explicit. He argues on the basis of variation in late 
medieval scripta that we must learn that "man har stræbt at skrive som man havde lært, ikke 
som man talte. Hvad der har været almindelig talebrug, kan man altsaa ikke finde ved statistik" 
(1897: 244).  This judgement fails to recognize broader orthographic regularities whose 
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statistical analysis, either directly or indirectly, can reveal substantive linguistic characteristics. 
As far as O.Norw. VH is concerned, comprehensive quantitative examinations  have not yet 
been made and the basic phonetic facts remain contestable. The aim of this thesis is strictly 
empirical and structured as follows: First, an electronic corpus of narrowly transcribed early 
14th century signed charter material fit for linguistic analysis has been transcribed and is 
provided in Appendix (II). Second, all relevant harmonic forms from this corpus have been 
collected and graphically and phonetically annotated for the study's database presented in 
Appendix (III). In §2, the principles for the data collection and categorization are explained. 
In §3, the material foundation for the investigation is discussed. §4 comprises the main 
phonological and graphemic analysis of apparent opacity in O.Norw. VH. In §4.4, current 
phonological analyses of O.Norw. VH are assessed according to the results of this study. 
Finally in §5 the results and persisting problems are described. While accounts for these 
sound patterns are sought in language history, little is speculated about the causation for these 
correlations, their synchronic processing, their ultimate phonetic realizations, and their 
diachronic development. Directions for further research and improvements to the method are 
made in §5. 
2.2. Data criteria and categorization 
 The potential harmonic spans (HS) of all relevant forms have been excerpted from 
each charter and recorded in the study's database. The format for this database is described at 
greater length in (§2.3). What follows are general comments on the criteria for the data 
collection and the principles for their graphic and phonetic categorization. 
2.2.1. Phonological criteria 
 For the purpose of the statistical examinations, all data have been recorded as 
individual potential harmonic spans. Given the nature of O.Norw. height harmony outlined in 
§4.2.2, these are here defined as disyllabic V-to-V correspondences which feature 
etymologically high unstressed vowels (e.g. hestom < hestUm ('horses' dat.m.pl.) or lutir < 
hlutIr  ('parts' nom.m.pl.). Additionally, forms have been excerpted only for which vowel 
quality and quantity may be clearly interpreted. This constraint regards primarily words of 
non-Norse origin and onomastic data for which unambiguous identifications have not been 
possible (2.2.4). Binary categorizations of VH-correspondence (i.e. either assimilated or 
unassimilated) are most practical for statistical evaluations and the potential harmonic spans of 
tri- and quadsyllabic forms fulfilling both criteria have accordingly been registered 
individually. In the way of an example, the three potential harmonic spans of quadsyllabic 
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virðuleghum ('gracious' dat.m.sg.) are registered as follows: 1) [virðu]-leghum, 2) vir[ðu-
le]ghum, and 3) virðu-[leghum]. By this method, the harmonized root [virðu]-, the 
unharmonized root-derivational span [-ðu-le-], and unharmonized derivational-inflectional 
span [-leghum] can be studied individually.    
2.2.2. Morphological criteria   
In addition to the above phonological requirements, the excerpted forms must be non-
composite and feature Norwegian inflectional morphology. It is clear that O.Norw. VH never 
spreads across free morphemes (e.g. laxa-fiski, *laxa-feske ('salmon-fishing' acc.f.sg.)). For the 
same reason, historic compounds, primarily in names, such as Noregr < *norð-vegr ('north-
way' nom.m.sg.) or Lautin < *laut-vin ('small valley-meadow' nom.f.sg.) and their like have not 
been incorporated. Polysyllabic stems within compounds have however been included 
individually (e.g. laxa-[fiski] ('fishing' acc.f.sg.) or Niðar-[ose] (lit. 'at the mouth of the river Nið' or 
'in Niðarós' dat.m.sg.)). No significant difference has been found in the distribution of VH 
between words of foreign and Norse origin where the lexeme has adopted native inflectional 
morphology (e.g. Mariu ('Mary' gen.f.sg.) < Lat. Maria or brefue ('letter' dat.n.sg.) < Lat. breve 
scriptum) and these have therefore also been incorporated. Additional questionable cases (e.g. 
erchi-prest? DN II 106) have been included where comparative evidence suggests that VH-
assimilations are possible in these contexts (cf. apparently erkebiskups (DN III 81), erkeprestr 
(DN I 335), etc.). 
2.2.3.  Orthographic criteria 
All excerpted forms feature at least transparent unstressed vowels (e.g. h        
hafuum ('have' 1st pl. pres. indic.), huíum for huerium ('each/every' dat.m.sg.), or h ı ge for 
heilagre ('holy' dat.f.sg.)). Forms with abbreviated unstressed vowels have not been collected 
(e.g.         ꞇ for kono/un                                      nnu/om ('men/people' 
dat.m.pl.), or koꝛ brỏðꝝ for korsbrỏðru/om ('choir-brothers/canons' dat.m.pl.)). The quality of 
stressed vowels is generally clear whether abbreviated or not, however where alternative forms 
are attested, abbreviated forms have not been incorporated (e.g. Er  ı       ki/e-bi/ysku/opi 
('bishop' dat.m.sg.)).  For palaeographic reaso                                           
                              r for kirkiu/nnar ('the church' gen.f.sg.def.)) or lacking as the 
result of lacunae (e.g. ı bío[ꝺ nꝺ]e for firirbiodande ('forebidding' pres.part.)) and have only 
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been incorporated where comparative orthographic or linguistic evidence makes the reading 
clear.2  
2.2.4.  Lexical criteria 
Though some potential onomastic influences on morphophonological processes has 
been identified (see §4.3.2), there are generally no significant observed deviations in basic VH-
patterns among personal names and toponyms. All such data have therefore also been 
excerpted where clear and unambiguous interpretations of their vowel quantities and qualities 
have been possible. In handling this material, where applicable, I have appealed to Oluf Rygh's 
(1897 - 1936) identifications. 
2.2.5.  Residual matters 
In obvious cases of errors, forms have been registered where the relevant vowels are 
uncorrupted (e.g. erroneous mæler for mæꞇer ('measure' 2nd pl. pres. subj.) - DN I 137), but 
have remained unincorporated where they significantly affect vowel representations (e.g. 
  ı apparently for   ı  ('maiden' dat.f.sg.) - DN I 241 or  ỏꞇꞇ  ꝺ  apparently for   ꞇꞇ  ꝺ   
('justice' gen.n.pl.) - DN II 100 where the quality of either the stressed or unstressed vowels are 
contestable). In cases of dittography, the copied forms have been registered only once (e.g. a 
fiurtanda are are rikis vars - DN I 137 or sæm þer vilir vilir suara fuirir gudi - DN VI 83). 
2.3. Phonetic categorization 
Such that the relationship between graph and phone can be consistently analyzed, both 
the overt orthographic and presumed phonetic vowel qualities have been recorded for each 
form. The phonetic interpretation of vowel qualities is etymologically based and generally in 
accordance with Ordbog over det norrøne prosasprog. For a fuller description of the 14th 
century Norwegian vocalic inventory, see §4.2.1 Some general exceptions have been made: 1) 
where the orthography suggests an environmentally motivated allophonic contrast (e.g. 
progressive j-umlaut (i.e. jærðer vs. jarðer)) and 2) where consistent orthography across scribes 
                                                 
2
 In the former case of this detailed example,        written 
by Páll Styrkársson. In the same document the word kirkjunni ('the church' dat.f.sg.def.) occurs with five minims 
following the final k (i.e.    uní or    nní), but the former reading is likelier based on comparison with the same 
form occurring with six minims in another of his charters, DN I 221, l. 9, (i.e.    ıuní, rather than the less likely 
   ınní with abbreviated u; cf. a similar problem for    ı g use of 
minims in the larger charter DN I 241 vs. I 221 to conserve space is consistent with other abbreviations atypical 
for Páll (e.g.  ᷎(ver) ('we' 1st nom.pl.)    ꝛ     ꝛefuum ('letters' dat.n.pl.)), v era ('be' inf.) erum ('do/make' 
1st pl. pres. indic.), etc.). In the case of the lacuna in frequent in formulaic prohibitiones (see Hamre 
1972: 52-56), is taken from DS IV 3148, l. 6. Here it is known that unstressed /ɑ/ is opaque and has no other 
potential harmonic complement. Accordingly,  the overt e is here consistent with expected VH-patterns. 
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suggests a genuine phonemic variant (e.g. the derivational affix -yndi).3 Using these phonetic 
categorizations, metadata such as the vowels' height, backness, and length have been calculated 
according to the abstractions described in §4.2.1. HS have been divided by 1) initial (e.g. 
[virðu]-leghum) and 2) non-initial syllables (e.g. virðu-[leghum]). Vowel harmonic 
correspondence has been recorded as 1) [±α-high]-[±α-high] and 2) [+α-high]-[-α-high]. 
Lastly, information regarding the scribe, date of composition, and charter citations have been 
recorded. 
3. Materials 
3.1. General criteria for material selection 
The corpus selection for this investigation has followed three general criteria. 1) that 
all incorporated material are signed and original charters, 2) that their writers were active in 
the same or related milieus while simultaneously 3) providing a substantial temporal range of 
material. The logic behind these principles is first and foremost to control for any potential 
graphic/linguistic mixing present in copied scripta or via the mixture of anonymous material 
of disparate authors which might obscure the individuals' orthographic and phonological 
patterns. The average length of a single charter is about 240 words and, depending on the 
linguistic feature in question, can only provide a very fragmentary picture of the scribe's 
language. A survey of the provenances of the scribes' charters reveals that they were also 
exceptionally mobile. Páll Styrkársson (fl. 1325-1351) has for example written charters in Oslo, 
Tønsberg, Bergen, Nidaros, Båhus, and Stockholm. On the basis of extra-linguistic 
characteristics, such as the place of composition, it is thus not possible to draw any 
conclusions about the scribe's language form. Lastly, it has been shown that the issuer of the 
charter is not necessarily its writer and that writers followed their own language forms 
regardless the issuer (Pettersen 1975: 64-66; Vannebo 1994; Vågslid 1930: 37). Studies of 
O.Norw. dialects thus face critical challenges in de-/limiting the geographic range of their 
selected material (Grøtvedt 1969-74; Rindal 1981; Hægstad 1899, 1907, 1915, 1942; Hagland 
1978a) .  
In the face of these challenges, royal charters provide a unique and useful resource. In 
the period from around 1280 throughout the first half of the 14th century, it was common to 
name the writer of the charter with a signature concluding formula (see Hamre 1972: 59) (e.g. 
                                                 
3
 A last related important lexical exception regards is nokor. The quality of its stressed vowel is considerably 
questionable. Based on its etymology it might be categorized as [ɔ], however its graphic and phonological 
patterns (exclusive <o> with 100% VH-assimilation) are nothing like other *[ɔ...i/u]-HS and this is here a 
probable indication of the merger between [ɔ]-[o] in this form. 
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herra paall bardar son kanceler vaar insiglaðe Paall klærkr ritaðe (DN II 198, December 30, 
1332)). By following these identifications as our primary criterion for source selection, it is 
possible to amass a considerable amount of original data from distinct informants. 
Incorporating separate documents of individual scribes spread over the course of their careers 
allows these structures to be analyzed over time. Through such analysis it is possible to reveal 
linear developments indicative of changing orthographic (rather than linguistic) tendencies 
(see §4.1 for examples). For the purposes of this study, 31 original signed charters written by 
the royal clerks Þorgeirr Tófason (fl. 1303 - ca. 1330), Hákon Ívarsson (fl. 1312 - 1329), Ívarr 
Auðunarson (fl. 1320 - 1335), and Páll Styrkársson (fl. 1325 - 1351) have been excerpted. These 
writers were active in closely related milieus and have been chosen to maximize uniformity; 
both to provide a stronger foundation for dialectal analysis and in order to evaluate the 
possibility of conventionalized patterns which might have arisen through common scribal 
training. All of them worked in much of the same areas and time period; serving as royal 
clerks during the reign of Magnús Eiriksson and both Þorgeirr and Hákon during the reign of 
Hákon Magnússon as well. Páll and Ívarr are both named among the issuers of DN IV 196 
(May 5, 1331 - Oslo) and both Þorgeirr and Hákon have been listed as writers of law 
amendments issued in Nidaros (DI II 212 - May 2, 1313). This in addition to their linguistic, 
orthographic, and palaeographic similarities suggests that they were in close contact. 
3.2. Dialectal evaluations 
 The first to linguistically examine the above material was Marius Hægstad who 
characterized the language form of these scribes, with the exception of Hákon Ívarsson, as "ei 
millomform millom trøndsk og vestlandsk" (1902: 8-9). On the basis the supposed greater 
regularity in form among royal charters written between 1323 - 1350, Hægstad postulates the 
language of these scribes as a conventionalized gamalnorsk riksmaal or O.Norw. chancery 
form. VH has apparently played little role in the evaluation of this form. Hægstad generalizes 
the same harmonic patterns for this group as for traditional Old Trøndermål with the minor 
qualification of greater harmonization among festir-type or *[æ...i]-HS in this period4 (1902: 
12; 1899: 78-79). This however seems to be a misgeneralization as the currently studied 
writers of this apparent O.Norw. chancery form (i.e. Þorgeirr Tófason, Ívarr Auðunarson, 
and Páll Styrkársson) feature only 36.2% (42/116) VH-assimilation in festir-type vowel 
correspondences (see §4.3.1). Additionally, as outlined in §4.2.2, Hægstad's basic 
                                                 
4 Reportedly harmonization in this context is attested in nearly half of all royal charters issued between 1324-
1350 (1902: 12). 
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generalization of unstressed high vowels following short [ɔ]  ǫ      [æ]  midhøg æ) is also 
incorrect for this period (cf. Hagland 1978b; 1978a: 293). Lastly, as discussed §3.2.2, the very 
material and chronological basis for this language form is dubious and it is an open question 
whether the writers of this form share any kind of VH-uniformity.    
3.2.1. Þorgeirr Tófason 
 Notarius and clerk Þorgeirr Tófason (fl. 1303 - ca. 1330) wrote royal charters under the 
reign of both Hákon Magnússon and Magnús Eiriksson. Of the 40 extant works which name 
him, we have 13 original and signed preserved charters written by his hand (amounting to 
3,633 words)  between 1309 and 1320 (see Appendices I-II). As mentioned earlier, his language 
has been characterized as an intermediary form with a primary basis in East Norwegian with 
some individual West Norwegian elements (e.g. the consonant cluster fn). See Hagland 
(1986:149, 177, 206-211, 214, 241-242), Halvorsen, Hønebø & Rindal (2002:13, 14, 73), Helle 
(1972:409-410), Hægstad (1902: 8,9), and Vågslid (1938: 409-416; 1989: 72-75).  
3.2.2. Hákon Ívarsson 
 Hákon Ívarsson (fl. 1312 - 1329), more often attested as ko  oꞇ  ı , was active 
during much of the same time period and the same areas as Þorgeirr.  According to Hægstad's  
descriptions however, in contrast to the other three, Hákon writes following a "reint trøndsk 
mynster" (1902: 9; cf. also 1899: 95-98). This description is contestable. Hákon does feature o- 
rather than u-privative suffixes, but this is true of Þorgeirr as well. He additionally uses ft- 
rather than West Norwegian pt-consonant clusters, but both are attested among all the other 
writers. As discussed at length in §4.3.1, Hákon generally does not feature the graph <æ> for 
i-umlauted *[ɑ]                                                                      æ        
Trøndelag classifications. Lastly, all of these scribes feature typified West Norwegian (m)fn-
consonant clusters. On these grounds, I draw no fast conclusions regarding the dialectal 
differences between these scribes, though potential orthographic and to some degree 
phonological differences are identified in §4.3.1. From Hákon we have four preserved, signed 
charters, amounting to 813 words. See Hagland (1986: 145, 149, 150, 172-77, 206, 208, 209, 
214, 243), Helle (1972: 600), Hægstad (1902: 8,9), and Vågslid (1930: 16, 153; 1989: 99, 100). 
3.2.3. Ívarr Auðunarson 
 Ívarr Auðunarson (fl. 1320-1335) is attested in 17 documents, only four of which are 
preserved (728 words). He plays nevertheless an important role in the classification of 
gamalnorsk riksmaal as he is reportedly "kanskje den stødaste av dei klerkarne" which exhibit 
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this form.  As pointed out by Hagland (1986: 145-146), there are some problems with 
Hægstad's (1902) treatment of this scribe. It is rather unclear exactly what material this 
description is founded on as the collection of letters Hægstad (1902) attributes to Ívarr 
Auðunarson (i.e. from 1306 - 1335) are more likelier the works of two distinct scribes; that is, 
on the one hand, Ívarr klerkr (notarius) (fl. 1303 - 1309)5 and our Ívarr Auðunarson (fl. 1320 - 
1335) on the other. Hægstad (1902) proposes 1323 (and also 1324 on page 47) as the boundary 
for the use of the chancery norm; presumably because Hákon Ívarsson's last preserved charter 
was written then (DN I 173 - Tønsberg - October 19, 1323). It is unclear then how Hægstad 
would then classify Ívarr klerkr (notarius) (fl. 1303 - 1309), within or before the use of the 
chancery norm, and how this might alter his chronology. In any case, Ívarr Auðunarson's (fl. 
1320-1335) language and orthography align well with the other scribes excerpted in this study. 
Ívarr was earlier identified with the writer of a number of other manuscript fragments. On 
these identifications, see Storm (1885) and Holtsmark (1931). See also generally Hagland 
(1986: 145, 146, 149, 172, 173, 175, 176, 214, 244), Hægstad (1902: 8-10), and Vågslid (1930: 16, 
17, 66, 141-42, 152-53; 1989: 121). 
3.2.4. Páll Styrkársson 
 Of the 29 works which attest to Páll Styrkársson's (fl. 1325-1351) activities, 10 original 
and signed documents written between 1328 and 1340 have been preserved (2,311 words), 
though many additional anonymous scripta have been attributed to him. Eivind Vágslid writes 
that "skrifte hans syner at han hev vore ein av dei allra fremste kongeskrivararne og ein av dei 
mest skriveføre og skriftkunnige menn i Noreg i heile millomalderen," and that he was "òg ein 
av dei fremste menn i landet i si tid" (1937: 3). On a palaeographic basis, Vágslid identifies his 
hand in portions of AM 114 a 4°, 58 4°, and Dipl. Norv. Fasc XXII 5 b (1937: 4,5; 1989: 11, 
138-149), though these identifications are disputed by Holtsmark (1931). Of his language 
Hægstad (1902: 9) groups him with Þorgeirr and Ívarr (cf. §3.2) while the language of AM 
114 a 4°, fol. 3v-9r (En tale mot biskopene or                          ) with which he has 
been compared is classified as Old Trøndermål (1899: 28,29). Both of these descriptions are 
contested by Holtsmark (1931) and Vágslid (1937) who conclude that Páll spoke East 
Norwegian. A study of his signed charter material reveals no immediately obvious 
abberrations from the other scribes and no firm conclusions about these purported dialectal 
differences will be drawn here. See generally Hægstad (1902: 9,10), Hagland (1986: 146, 149, 
                                                 
5
 Note that the earliest attested writing of this Ívarr klerkr was a charter (DI II 170)  issued on May 29th 1303, 
three years earlier than Hægstad's collection.  
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150, 172, 173, 175, 176, 178-185, 189, 212, 214, 219, 227, 244, 245, 249), Holtsmark (1931), and 
Vágslid (1930: 16, 17, 37, 40, 42, 94, 95, 153; 1937; 1989: 11, 138-149). 
4. Analysis 
4.1. Introduction 
In general, there was no substantially conventionalized orthography in medieval 
Norwegian writing. Variation across this material can be interpreted as historical and/or 
geographic variation in the language of the writers. Nevertheless, it has long been assumed 
that "man har stræbt at skrive som man havde lært, ikke som man talte" (Larsen 1897: 244; cf. 
also 1905: 125) and internal inconsistency, within individual writers or individual texts, 
supposedly represents competition between scribes' spoken and learned written languages 
(Seip 1955: 101). Traditional ideas of normative royal chancery forms (Indrebø 1951:  147-148; 
Koht 1927a, 1927b; Seip 1955: 101 - 106, etc.) have in recent decades been drawn into question 
(Bjørgo 1967: 218-225; Hagland 1984, 1986, 1992; Vannebo 1980), however there are 
demonstrable orthographic vacillations within the texts of these individual writers which resist 
linguistic explanation. These occur at purely orthographic,6  phonetic,7 morphological,8 and 
morphophonological levels.9  Some of these orthographic inconsistencies represent measurable 
linear changes in the scribe's orthographic system;10 a kind of development which resembles 
changes in handwriting more than any genuine linguistic process.11 Variations in the 
expression of VH are as simple to find (e.g. gefuit vs. gefuet, fordom vs. fordum, sinum vs. 
sinom, etc.). For these reasons, it is a legitimate question to what degree the distribution of 
inflectional vowels i/e and u/o are an orthographic or linguistic phenomenon. Examination of 
                                                 
6
 An illustrative example from the study's corpus is the graphic alternation between sea and sia (3rd. pl. pres. indic. 
'see') found among Þorgeirr's charters (the former in DN III 97, II 117, XXI 19, III 110, VII 91, the latter in 
DNII 106, II 108, I 132, V 58) which reflects O.Norw. graphemic variation in the representation of palatal glides.  
7
 For example, potential phonetic contrasts are found in the forms sætti  and setti (3rd sg. pret. indic. 'placed'), both 
used in Ívarr's charters DN III 139 and IV 168, respectively. Though see §4.3.1 for a graphemic analysis of this 
alternation.  
8
 In the usual promulgatio formula ver vilium at þer vitir 'we want that you would know,' present in a number of 
his charters, Þorgeirr features two 2
nd
 pl. pres. subj. endings: vit-ir vs. vit-ið, the former in DN II 108, I 132, III 
97, and the latter in III 110.  
9
 The non-contrasting forms lagum vs loghum (dat.n.pl. 'laws') illustrate variation regarding the (c)overt 
representation of u-umlaut among Þorgeirr's charters DN VII 91 and DN V 58/II 100, respectively. 
10
 Among Þorgeirr's writings, the oblique forms of the demonstrative determiner sjá/þessi ('this') is written þess- 
before 1312 (i.e. in DN II 100, II 106, and II 108) while it is consistently written þers- thereafter (i.e. in DN III 
97, V 58, II 117, I 137, II 118, VI 83, XXI 19, III 110, and VII 91). Though note that both occur side-by-side in 
one charter written in Bergen on January 9th, 1312: " ꝫ   ȷ - DN I 
132, l.7. 
11
 A parallel example is the linear development in Páll Styrkársson's graphic representation of /ø/ from pre-1335 
ỏ (i.e. in DN II 164, I 217, III 166, II 198, I 221, and II 205) to post-1335   (i.e. DS IV 3148, I 241, and I 266) with 
both co-occuring in DN II 214 (September 25, 1335).   
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the mean ratio of vowel harmonization overtime reveals however considerably high and 
consistent patterns (averaging 93.58%±5.08%, n=31) with no clear linear tendencies. This 
suggests that the expression of unstressed vowel height in O.Norw. is greatly structured and 
warrants deeper analysis.   
Figure 1 Vowel Harmonization by Scribe over Time 
 
Descriptive Statistics12 
 N Range Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
Þorgeirr 13 15.38% 84.62% 100.00% 95.9530% 4.53407% 
Hákon 4 8.00% 92.00% 100.00% 95.3957% 2.87421% 
Ívarr 4 4.71% 93.33% 98.04% 94.8585% 2.17223% 
Páll 10 17.36% 79.07% 96.43% 89.4608% 4.94656% 
Total 31 20.93% 79.07% 100.00% 93.5838% 5.08475% 
 
4.2. Phonological Analysis 
4.2.1. Linguistic Background 
Vowel harmonization and dissimilarity is intricately bound up with various kinds of 
umlaut. The following exposition is considerably simplified, but the historical descent of these 
processes is sketched below. The vocalic inventory of Proto-Scandinavian at the outset of 
umlaut assimilations consisted of five qualitatively distinctive units, contrasting in length 
(Hreinn Benediktsson 1959: 303-304).  
                                                 
12
 VH is blocked across derivational morphological boundaries and negatively affected at the intersection with 
umlaut (§4.3.2). Since the frequency of lexemes bearing these morphological or phonological characteristics is not 
constant and  inversely affects the rate of total VH within a given text, the above figure has been generated using 




 FRONT BACK 
HIGH i u 
MID e o 
LOW   ɑ 
 
It is thought that the subsequent phonemicization of regressive coarticulations in 
height (a-umlaut), backness (i/j-umlaut), and rounding (u/w-umlaut) increased the inventory 
in Common Scandinavian to nine distinctive units. We will focus on the effects of these 
processes in two cases, i- and u-umlaut of *[ɑ]     *[ɑ:], and their resulting interaction with 
VH. First, fronting of stressed /ɑ/                                                             
[i]/[j] brought about a conditioned alternation between back [ɑ]           [æ]:  *fɑ    ɑ  > 
*fæstijɑ  ('fasten' inf.), *lɑ:  ʀ > *læ:tiʀ ('lets' 3rd sg. pres. indic.). At a later stage the conditions 
for this fronting were elided, *fæstijɑ  > fæsta, *læ:tiʀ > læ:tʀ, causing a phonemic split 
between /ɑ/-/æ/ and /ɑ:/-/æ:/. This process is mirrored by u-umlaut where rounding of 
stressed /ɑ/                                                         [ ]/[ ]            
conditioned alternation between unround [ɑ]           [ɔ]: * ɑ    > * ɔ    ('lands' 
nom./acc.n.pl.), *ɑ:   > *ɔ:   ('years' nom./acc.n.pl.). Once this unstressed [u] was elided, the 
contrast between [ɑ]     [ɔ]              z    A                                     
between [ɑ]     [ɔ]                environments (e.g. aller - ɔllum 'all' nom./dat.m.pl., 
respectively; ɑ: ɑ - ɔ:rum 'years' gen./dat.n.pl., respectively). The resulting inventory of this 
system as described in the 12th century First Grammatical Treatise is presented below 
(Hreinn Benediktsson 1972: 126; Iversen 1973: 9; Noreen 1970: 36-44). In stressed (initial) 
syllables, all vowels contrasted in length and nasality. Old Norwegian also featured three 
falling diphthongs /ei/, /au/, and /øy/ which patterned as high vowels.  
 
 Stressed Unstressed 
 FRONT BACK FRONT BACK 
HIGH i y  u i u 
MID e ø  o   
LOW æ   ɑ ɔ   ɑ 
 
At this period, the vocalic inventory of short, long, and nasal vowels was fairly 
symmetrical, however a series of vowel coalescences in the course of the 12th and 13th 
centuries complicated this picture. Nasal vowels coalesced early with oral vowels (Hreinn 
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Benediktsson 1959: 60-62). It appears that in Norway short /e/ and /æ/13 merged to /e/ by the 
middle of the 13th century and there is evidence to suggest that this merger had occurred in 
Iceland already by the mid-1100s (Hreinn Benediktsson 1972: 140-144). /ɑ:/     /ɔ:/      
merged at least by the middle of the 13th century while /ɑ/     /ɔ/                       A  
this stage allophonic alternations remained only between short [ɑ]     [ɔ]   
Pre-Merger  Post-Merger 
/ɑ/―/æ/ → /e/ 
/ɑ:/ ―/æ:/ → /ɔ:/―/æ:/ 
/ɑ/―/ɔ/ → /ɑ/―/ɔ/ 
/ɑ:/ ―/ɔ:/ → /ɔ:/ 
 
Distinguishing these historical vowel mergers in the evaluation of O.Norw. VH is 
crucial, though their relevance has historically not been recognized or ignored due, it seems, to 
various forms of inaccuracy and archaizing tendencies in O.Norw. graphemics (§4.3). Round 
/ɔ:/ is graphically realized as <a>, active phonological alternations between [ɑ]     [ɔ]          
inconsistently orthographically realized (see §4.3.2), while archaic and phonologically 
ingenuine <e>-<æ>―                                 /e/-/æ/‒ erger (see §4.3.1). Purely 
orthographic descriptions of VH-distributions therefore necessarily lead to confusion. Their 
relationship to the phonetic manifestation of these processes is too distant. All data are 
therefore presented both with their graphic and phonetic correspondences. The full phonemic 
vowel inventory for our period (1300 - 1350 A.D.) in stressed and unstressed syllables is 
provided below. 
                                                 
13
 /ę/          B                        
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General Vocalic inventory suggested by 14th century graphemic analysis 
 STRESSED UNSTRESSED 
 SHORT  
 Front Back  
 unround round unround round  
HIGH i y  u SHORT 
MID e ø  o 
Front Back 
LOW   ɑ ɔ 
 LONG i u 
 Front Back  
 unround round unround round ɑ 
HIGH i: y:  u:   
MID e: ø:  o:   
LOW æ:   ɔ:   
 
4.2.2. Basic VH Patterns 
 Old Norwegian's progressive height harmony targeted non-low vowels only, 
producing unstressed alternations between i/e and u/o, as seen in Table 1. 
Table 1VH following high and mid stressed vowels 




a) vunnít [vunn-it] gained part.  DN I 241 
b)        [grein-um] branches subs. dat.f.pl.  DN I 217 
MID 
c) ɢefuet [gefʷ-et] given part.  DN II 108 
d)  [spor-om] tracks subs. dat.n.pl.  DN II 198 
 
 The vowel /ɑ/                                                                  
positions as illustrated below in (2). It is additionally opaque; blocking [+high]-harmony as 
illustrated in (2de). How this vowel ought to be phonetically interpreted in unstressed 
syllables before following [u/o] as in (2f-h) is a considerable problem and discussed at greater 
length in §4.3.2.2, though suffice it here to say that the evidence suggests it is opaque in these 
positions as well. 
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Table 2 Neutral unstressed /ɑ/ 
 Ms.form Phon.form Gloss Morph.Parsing Charter 
a) ʀíu  [rju:fwɑ] tear verb inf. DN II 108 
b)  [nemɑ] except prep. DN I 132 
c) goðꝛ  [goðrɑ] good adj. gen.m.pl. DN II 198 
d) ʀ  [ritɑ  ] wrote verb 3rd sg. pret. indic. DN I 173 
e)  [si:ðɑ   ] later comp.adv. DN II 213 
f)  [verɔndum] those present pres. part.dat.m.pl. DN I 241 
g)  [skipɔðom] explained 1st pl. pret. indic. DN II 132 
h)     [pro:fwɑ  ɔ   ] provosts dat.m.pl. def. DN III 110 
  
 So far all researchers are in agreement about these basic patterns (Hagland 1978a, 
1978b; Hægstad 1899; Raji  1980; Seip 1955: 128 - 129; Stokstad 1998; etc.). That which has 
traditionally been debated is how the distribution of unstressed vowels following 
etymologically low vowels ([ɑ]  [ɔ]  [ ] < *[æ]               x         I   3) are some typical 
examples which demonstrate apparent VH-opacity among certain vowel correspondences.   
Table 3 VH following etymologically short low vowels
14
 
  Ms.form Phon.form Gloss Morph.Parsing Charter 
-[i]/-[e] 
a) ller [ɑ    ] all nom.m.pl. DN VII 91 
b)  [hɑ   ] had 3rd sg. pret. indic. DN II 118 
c) ȷ  [jɔrðenɑ] earth acc.f.sg.def. DN V 58 
d)  ꞇ æ  ƶ  [u:t-lentskir] foreign nom.m.pl. DN VII 91 
e) ír [stɑ -festir] confirms 3rd sg. pres. indic. DN II 106 
-[u]/-[o] 
g)       [ɔllum] all dat.m.pl. DN VII 91 
h)  [hɔfðu] had 3rd pl. pret. indic. DN VII 91 
i)  [jɔrðum] earths dat.f.pl. DN III 110 
j)  [u:t-lentskom] foreign dat.m.pl. DN VII 91 
k) om [stɑ -festom] confirm 3rd sg. pres. indic. DN II 106 
    
 The table above exemplifies [ɑ/ɔ    ]     [     ]                         dences (3a-c; 
j,k) compared with their [e...i] and [ɔ...u] disharmonic counterparts (3d-i). It is noteworthy 
                                                 
14
 For uniformity, all forms are taken from charters written by Þorgeirr Tófason. 
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that this blocking effect is restricted to short vowels only. All long vowels initiate 
harmonization as seen below. 
Table 4 VH following long low vowels 
 Ms.form Phon.form Gloss Morph.Parsing Charter 
a)     ꝺ  [u:-bli:ðu] disfavor dat.f.sg. DN I 217 
b)    [sy:slu] district dat.f.sg. DN I 266 
c)    ꝛ   [stø:rre] larger comp. acc.f.pl. DN II 214 
d)   ꝺ ꝛ [mo:ðor] mother acc.f.sg. DN I 241 
e)  [full-re:tte] gross insult acc.n.sg. DS IV 3148 
f)  [smæ:rre] smaller comp. acc.f.pl. DN II 214 
g) kærðo [kæ:rðo] complained 3rd pl. pret. indic.  DN I 221 
h)  [lɔ:som] read 1st pl. pret. indic. DN II 198 
i)  [ɔ:re] year dat.n.sg.  DN II 198 
 
 Judging from these data, it would seem there is an anti-identity effect whereby 
dissimilarity in backness functions as a precondition for VH among short, etymologically low 
vowels (i.e. affecting etymological *[ɑ   ]- or ollum-type and *[ɑ    ]- or festir-type HS). This 
inverse correlation is schematically represented below using 'allr' all and '(stað)-festa' confirm.  
Table 5 Anti-identity patterns in O.Norw. VH 
Triggers  ↓  / Targets  →  
Back Front 
[-u(m)]/[-o(m)] [-i(r)]/[-e(r)] 
Back /all-/ ʻ   ’ ɔll-um all-er 
Front /fest-/ ʻ    ’ fest-om fest-ir 
 
 This is a very significant pattern. Identity constraints on VH processes are typical of 
so-called parasitic harmony. Parasitic vowel harmony  (Cole 1987; Cole & Trigo 1989; Hong 
1994; Kaun 1995; Mester 1988; Steriade 1981; van der Hulst 1988; van der Hulst & van de 
Weijer 2001; Rose & Walker 2004, 2011; Wayment 2009, 2014; etc.) occurs when agreement 
of a harmonic feature (e.g. vowel height) is conditioned on the agreement of some other 
parasitic feature (e.g. vowel backness). In other words, a precondition of feature similarity 
restricts the trigger-target pairs capable of harmonizing. In addition, there is a strong 
typological tendency towards feature similarity between parasitic and harmonic features 
(Hong 1994; Kaun 1995). This generalization is exemplified by Yawelmani rounding harmony 
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below in (6). Under these conditions, height similar (e.g. [u]/[i] and [a]/[o]) undergo rounding 
harmony while height dissimilar (e.g. [u]/[a] and [o]/[i]) do not. 
Table 6 Parasitic Yawelmani rounding harmony  
(Cole & Kissiberth 1995, 1997; reproduced from Wayment 2009b) 




/xil/ ʻ       ’ xil-hin xil-al 
/dub/ 'lead by the hand' dub-hun dub-al 
Non-High 
/xat/ ʻ   ’ xat-hin xat-al 
/bok/ 'find' bok-hin bok-ol 
 
 This pattern is opposite that of the O.Norw. pattern described above where backness 
similar [e]/[i], and even additionally roundness similar [ɔ]/[u], do not harmonize ([festir], 
*[fester]; [ɔllum], *[ɔllom]) while backness and roundness dissimilar [e]/[u] and [a]/[i] do 
([festom], *[festum]; [aller], *[allir]). Thus on the surface it seems that O.Norw. VH is anti-
parasitic; that is, that agreement of relative vowel height is conditioned on the disagreement in 
vowel backness (festir vs. festom; aller vs. ɔllum). Typological surveys have however never 
documented such a sound pattern before and recent analyses suggest it to be impossible (Cole 
& Trigo 1988; Rose & Walker 2011; van der Hulst & van de Weijer 2001; Wayment 2009: 
218 - 220; 2014).  
 Postulating such a rare sound pattern on the basis of medieval written material 
requires substantial evidence. Whether these written patterns represent genuine opacity, and 
in our period potential anti-parasitism, or alternatively are reducible to orthographic 
conventions is an open question. Before current phonological analyses of these patterns are 
evaluated, graphemic analyses of the patterns will be presented in (§4.3.1) and (§4.3.2) which 
verify the phonological authenticity of O.Norw. VH-opacity.  
4.3. Graphemic Analysis 
 As presented below, the effects of vowel dissimilarity following graphs <a>, <o>, 
<æ>, and <e> are immediately apparent in the distribution of VH-assimilation by graph. 
Vowel harmony operates almost without exception in all other contexts. 
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a 284 156 440 
æ 50 91 141 
e 100 54 154 
o 209 37 246 
i 253 2 255 
æi 32 1 33 
au 17 1 18 
y 65 1 66 
aa 17 0 17 
ei 19 0 19 
ø 23 0 23 
øi 1 0 1 
øy 8 0 8 
u 93 0 93 
Total 1171 343 1514 
 
 VH-opacity is then clearly present; at least orthographically. By analyzing the 
                 < >―< >/<æ>―< > in relation to their proposed phonetic correlates, the 
phonemicity of these patterns is assessed. From this examination it is shown that VH-opacity 
is phonologically genuine and correlated significantly with i- and u-umlaut. 
4.3.1. e/æ 
 Typically <e> denoted [e], both short and long, while <æ> represented [æ:]. In the 
representation of short [e] there was considerable mixture of the graphs by most scribes; a 
product apparently of the vowel's own mixed history. Among the short vowels, both <e> and 
<æ> are used to express both original [e] and so-called i-umlauted e (i.e. [e] < [æ] < *[ɑ]   
Though the broad use of <e> and <æ> generally is correlated with the vowels' historical 
values (e.g. frequent hæfuir, sændir, tækit, sælldi  vs. gefuet, gerdi, leghet, verdi), counter and 
contradictory examples are fairly common (e.g. Ívarr's sætti vs. setti; Þorgeirr's hæfuir vs. 
hefuit, etc.). There is additionally surprisingly little agreement between scribes (cf. Páll's 
consistent staðfestir, vtlendsker, gæfuit along side Þorgeirr's staðfæstir, vtlændskir, gefuet), 
not to mention that Hákon Ívarsson does not use the graph <æ> in these contexts at all. The 
material thus provides no evidence for supposing any short /e/ - /æ/ phonemic contrast, 
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consistent with Hreinn Benediktsson's (1964) chronology (§4.2.1). There is nevertheless a 
very significant graphic-VH relationship between <æ>-vowel dissimilarity and <e>-vowel 
harmonization (χ2 = 20.788, n = 134, p < 0.001). 
Table 8 festir-type Harmonic 







Count 8 54 62 
% within Graph 12.9% 87.1% 100.0% 
% within VH-Corr. 18.2% 60.0% 46.3% 
<e> 
Count 36 36 72 
% within Graph 50.0% 50.0% 100.0% 
% within VH-Corr. 81.8% 40.0% 53.7% 
Total 
Count 44 90 134 
% within Graph 32.8% 67.2% 100.0% 
% within VH-Corr. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
 In general, this means that fest-types feature around 50.0% harmony while fæst-types 
feature only 12.9%. Since the distribution of <e> and <æ> are however not linguistically 
rooted, in the absense of other evidence, the only coherent conclusion that can be drawn is 
that this apparent relationship is inauthentic. It is an orthographic pattern, not phonologically 
initiated. Which of the two patterns, vowel harmonization or opacity, is phonologically 
genuine and orthographically motivated can only be ascertained through comparisons between 
individual scribes. As presented below, the data suggest that VH-opacity is phonologically 
authentic while vowel harmonization in this context is for whatever reason only 
orthographically motivated. The inverse relationship between <e>-vowel dissimilarity and 
<æ>-vowel harmonization is consistent across the scribes which feature both graphs. 
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Total   
VH-Corr.  
Total 
<æ> <e> Assim. Unassim. 
Scribe 
Hákon 0 18 18 
Scribe 
Hákon 2 16 18 
Ívarr 10 9 19 Ívarr 4 15 19 
Páll 15 25 40 Páll 22 18 40 
Þorgeirr 37 20 57 Þorgeirr 16 41 57 
Total  62 72 134 Total  44 90 134 
  
 Þorgeirr and Ívarr who feature higher ratios of <æ> (64.9% and 52.6%, respectively) 
also feature higher ratios of VH-opacity (71.9% and 78.9%, respectively). Páll, whose graphic 
ratios are opposite Þorgeirr's and Ívarr's, that is, who features considerably lower ratios of 
<æ> (37.5%) also features far less VH-opacity (45.0%).15 While the patterns of <æ> and <e> 
graphs are not consistent between the scribes and cannot be linguistically grounded, the 
correlation between apparent <æ>-VH-opacity and <e>-vowel harmonization is.  In contrast 
to the others, Hákon who uses <e> exclusively, thus lacking competition between the two 
graphs entirely, features the highest ratio of VH-opacity (88.9% of attested cases, 2/18).  
 In summary, three <e>/<æ>-graphic patterns are found. Significant correlations 
between these graphs and vowel harmonization/dissimilarity have been proven, however they 
are not phonologically consistent. Where the graphs are asymmetrically distributed 
                                                 
15
 These are complementary ratios, so the same argument can also be made using <e> and vowel harmonization. 
Þorgeirr and Ívarr who feature lower ratios of <e> (35.1% and 47.4%, respectively) have lower ratios of vowel 
harmonization (28.1% and 21.1%, respectively). Páll who features <e> more frequently (62.5%) has also higher 
ratios of vowel harmonization (55.0%). 
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(Þorgeirr/Ívarr vs. Páll), vowel harmonization/dissimilarity is as well, and where the graphic 
alternations are lacking entirely (Hákon), the observed phonological patterns are most 
consistent. In the absense of other evidence, it must be concluded that the VH-opaque 
patterns in festir-type or *[e...i]-HS presented in §4.2.2 are phonologically genuine.   
4.3.2. a/o 
 The graphs <a> and <o> typically denote [ɑ]                                      u-
umlauted counterpart [ɔ]. Though there is considerable overlap by <a>, these graphs are 
generally in complementary distribution with <o> exclusively representing short u-umlauted 
[ɔ]. As shown below, vowel rounding in short disyllabic forms featuring potential u-umlaut 
(i.e. ollum-type or *[ɑ    ]-HS) are on average in only 13.7% of cases explicitly marked (e.g. 
logum, hofðu, ollu, etc.). The inconsistent orthography is probably conditioned by the 
neutralization and predictability of u-umlaut in this position (Hreinn Benediktsson 1963). 







Count 243 176 419 
% within Phone 100.0% 86.3% 93.7% 
<o> 
Count 0 28 28 
% within Phone 0.0% 13.7% 6.3% 
Total 
Count 243 204 447 
% within Phone 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
4.3.2.1. Stressed <a>/<o> 
 Unlike the <æ>/<e> cases above, because of the extremely low frequency of VH-
assimilation among stressed ollum-type or *[ɑ    ]-HS generally (only 4 out of 168 cases), no 
adequate comparison is possible here and it is not possible to evaluate whether there is any 
substantive graphic-VH relationship. The necessary data are simply lacking, though what 
there is to be had is presented below.  
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Table 10 ollum-type Harmonic  







Count 2 143 145 
% within Graph 1.4% 98.6% 100.0% 
% within VH-Corr. 50.0% 87.2% 86.3% 
<o> 
Count 2 21 23 
% within Graph 8.7% 91.3% 100.0% 
% within VH-Corr. 50.0% 12.8% 13.7% 
Total 
Count 4 164 168 
% within Graph 2.4% 97.6% 100.0% 
% within VH-Corr. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
 
 As shown in (10), these few data might suggest a weak asymmetric correlation 
between <o>-vowel harmonization  and  <a>-vowel dissimilarity, however as with festir-type 
cases above (see §4.3.1), a closer scrutiny of the data suggest that neither this graphemic 
relationship is phonologically genuine. The basic quantitative pattern above however states 
that where u-umlaut is not expressed (i.e. denoted by <a>; e.g. allum), VH-assimilation is 
attested among 1.4% of cases (2/145). Conversely where the roundness of the vowel is salient 
(i.e. denoted by <o>; e.g. ollum), vowel harmonization is around six times likelier (8.7%, 2 out 
of 23 cases). In addition to the paucity of assimilated examples, there are probable 
morphological influences which make this apparent relationship ambiguous.  
 The primary cases of vowel harmonization in this context regard forms where u-
umlaut is present elsewhere in its inflectional paradigm: two cases of jngi-[biorgo] and one 
maghom found in DN I 137, I 166, and II 213, respectively.16 It is possible that this propensity 
allowed for clearer recognition of vowel rounding before unstressed [u] (and therewith clearer 
recognition of the vowels' relative height), but there are indications that the root vowel [ɔ] in 
these contexts have been leveled throughout. The table below provides sample examples taken 
from Þorgeirr Tófason's charters which illustrate this problematic ambiguity. 
                                                 
16
 Cf. nom. jngi-biorg, and the here unattested nom. *maghr/*moghr ([mɔɣr] < *maguʀ). The fourth case of 
*[ɑ    ]-vowel harmonization occurs in the pronoun hanom (DN III 97). 
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Table 11 Stem-[ɔ] leveling in Þorgeirr Tófason's charters (fl. 1303 - 1330) 
  Ms.form Phon.form Gloss Morph.Parsing Charter Citation 
LEVELED 
a) ȷ  [ingi-bjɔrgɑ ] I     ǫ     gen.f. DN II 117 
b)  [ingi-bjɔrgɑ ] I     ǫ     gen.f. DN V 58 
c) þoꝛ  [θ : -bjɔrnar] Þórbjǫrn's gen.m. DN III 97 
NON-
LEVELED 
d)  [mɑɣe] kinsman dat.m.sg. DN III 97 
e) ȷ  [jɑ  ɑ ] earth gen.f.sg. DN I 137 / VI 83 
f)  [lɑ ɑ] law gen.n.pl. DN VII 91 
 
 (11a-c) feature traces of such leveling (cf. Icelandic Ingibjargar/Þorbjarnar) while (11d-
f) provide cases of apparently productive allomorphy (nom.sg. jorð - gen.sg. jarðar, nom.pl. 
logh - gen.pl. laga, etc.). That the leveling is only attested among onomastic data may be 
significant, but in general these forms are so infrequent that a clear generalization is unlikely 
to be found. We have reached the limits of what the present corpus can provide. In the 
absense of clear orthographic conditioning of VH-patterns, there is no evidence to suggest 
that VH-opacity in ollum-type or *[ɑ    ]-HS is phonologically ingenuine.  
4.3.2.2. Unstressed <a> 
 How etymological *[ɑ]                  *[ɑ    ]-HS (e.g. skodadum, verandum, 
komandum, etc.) ought to be phonetically interpreted and phonologically analyzed raises a 
number of noteworthy questions. First, in these positions the vowel is without exception 
graphically realized as <a>. The earliest traces I could find for <o>-spellings via searches in 
the electronic Diplomatarium Norvegicum stem only from the late 14th century (e.g. efter 
komondum - DN IV 507; March 15, 1378). In addition to the graphic differences, within 
unstressed *[ɑ    ]-HS it features significantly higher rates of VH-assimilation than its 


















Count 28 164 192 
% within Syllable Stress 14.6% 85.4% 100.0% 
% within VH-Corr. 60.9% 92.7% 86.1% 
Unstressed-<a> 
Count 18 13 31 
% within Syllable Stress 58.1% 41.9% 100.0% 
% within VH-Corr. 39.1% 7.3% 13.9% 
Total 
Count 46 177 223 
% within Syllable Stress 20.6% 79.4% 100.0% 
% within VH-Corr. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
 Nevertheless it still features a substantially lower ratio of assimilation (58.1%, 18 / 
31) than other unstressed HS (averaging 94.0%, 157 / 167) which may be indicative of 
phonetic similarity to its stressed VH-blocking [ɔ]-counterpart. For want of a better solution, 
I have phonetically categorized unstressed */ɑ/ as [ɔ] (i.e. [verɔndum], [komɔndum], etc.) by 
analogy to its distribution in stressed syllables.  
4.4. Potential linguistic explanations 
 Despite significant surface variation, these graphemic analyses illustrate that O.Norw. 
opaque orthographic patterns are phonologically substantive. The conditions under which 
they occur have received uniform descriptions                                            
  æ                                          I                                         
                                                                                             
                   1980; and Stokstad 1998). Two general observations are in order. First, 
VH-opacity is clearly correlated, at least historically, with i- and u-umlaut processes. Second, 
the data suggest that /e/ and /æ/ have coalesced by this period, but since VH-blocking has 
been generalized for all [e...i]-HS, the opaque pattern must have arisen sometime prior to the 
vowel merger. The phonetic environments do not otherwise lend themselves to simple 
generalizations. For this reason, all accounts of this system have focused apparently on 
material antedating the /æ/+/e/-merger or they have been etymologically formulated. No 
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attempts have been made to account for the system as it has been currently described in the 
early 14th century. 
 The most recent generative analyses to address O.Norw. VH are those of Hagland 
(1978a, 1978b, 2009, 2013), Majors (1998), and Stokstad (1998). For his material basis, Hagland 
has studied Trøndelag charters from the period 1290-1350, though like others his expositions 
assumes pre-vowel merger features. For other cases he assumes orthographic-phonetic 
categorizations. These have important consequences for his arguments. Chiefly the products 
of /e/+/æ/ and /ɑ:/+/ɔ:/                                  æ ([æ]) and á ([ɑ:]          u-
umlaut product vowel of /ɑ/        [ ]                                    a. Using these 
transcriptions, Hagland (1978: 295) notes that there is a certain quantita                
               -       z              z         [ æ    ]-[      ] and [allum]-[várom]. 
Because lowering of the vowels in (4) seems to be quantitatively limited and since Hagland 
argues that VH must be a strictly qualitative system, he interprets all vowel lowering after low 
vowels as a kind of vowel reduction. Following his logic, we find no exceptions following 
                     “                                                                            
in comparatively little stress o                                              :                  
                   1980). The vowels are additionally reduced following short stressed 
vowels as in (3a-c) and (3j,k)                                           “                  
articulatio                            x                                                       
distance. In forms such as [allum] - [ɔllum], the low and high back vowels are too distant for 
VH and too close for vowel reductions, but in forms such as /allir/ - [aller], the distance 
between the front and back vowels is so great that a kind of vowel reduction occurs (2009: 22). 
 He draws evidence for such reductions by apparent cases of vowel disharmony in 
trisyllabic cases (e.g. kæ[r]lingom 'women' dat.f.pl., stukunne 'the chapel' dat.f.sg.def., etc.), 
presumably reduction caused by their weak stress. Forms like these do occur in the charters, 
however the present corpus suggests that this is a misgeneralization. As is clear from the 
following data, there is no evidence to support any significant difference in VH patterns 
between stressed (e.g. [stofuon]ne) and unstressed harmonic spans (e.g. sto[fuonne]) (χ2 = 




Table 13 Total Vowel Harmonic Correspondence  









Count 1246 367 1613 
% within Syllable Stress 77.2% 22.8% 100.0% 
% within VH-Corr. 86.7% 89.5% 87.3% 
Unstressed 
Count 191 43 234 
% within Syllable Stress 81.6% 18.4% 100.0% 
% within VH-Corr. 13.3% 10.5% 12.7% 
Total 
Count 1437 410 1847 
% within Syllable Stress 77.8% 22.2% 100.0% 
% within VH-Corr. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
 
Vowel height in unstressed HS is correlated (χ2 = 60.9534, n = 234, p < 0.001). 
Table 14- Vowel Harmonic Height Correspondence among Unstressed Harmonic Spans 









Count 37 20 57 
% within V1 Height 64.9% 35.1% 100.0% 
% within V2 Height 61.7% 11.5% 24.4% 
NON-
HIGH 
Count 23 154 177 
% within V1 Height 13.0% 87.0% 100.0% 
% within V2 Height 38.3% 88.5% 75.6% 
Total 
Count 60 174 234 
% within V1 Height 25.6% 74.4% 100.0% 
% within V2 Height 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
  
 There are additional problems with these assumptions. First, these maneuvers lack 
independent motivation. As can be seen above, there does not appear to be any evidence of 
any orthographic realization or distribution of unstressed i/e and u/o which might suggest 
independent reductions from vowel harmonies. It seems vowel lowering is divided into 
separate harmonic and reductional processes only in order to allow for an operational gap 
between the two whereby the otherwise inexplicable opaque cases thus require no individual 
explanation. A second more serious problem is that Hagland's analysis in effect ignores the 
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VH-       ―                                                                                 
pre-/æ/+/e/ vowel merger), the lack of vowel lowering in festir- and ollum-type forms is 
interpreted as the failure of VH and vowel reductions to apply in these contexts (due to 
various vowel distance effects). That the opaque cases occur exclusively in V-to-V 
correspondences where i- and u-umlaut have historically operated is implicitly only 
coincidental. Third, though the analysis assumes pre-vowel merger features, the phonological 
generalizations are inconsistent with pre-vowel merger distributions.17 Hægstad's (1899) 
traditional form                                                 B                    
I                     (1980), and Seip (1955), was defined etymologically and postulates VH-
blocking following short [æ] and [ɔ] regardless vowel backness (i.e. *[æ...e/o] and *[æ...e/o]). 
The purported difference in VH-opacity is potentially due to phonological changes between 
13th and 14th centuries (Hagland 1978b: 293), however if this is correct, then Hagland's use of 
13th century phonetic generalizations, to explain 14th century sound patterns while ignoring 
the basic 13th century phonological patterns which initiated the very analysis, undermines 
itself. 
 Majors (1998) has analyzed Hagland's (1978b) data by a different method within 
Optimality Theory. She avoids these reductional assumptions by using positional markedness 
which emphasizes hypothetical articulatory and perceptual bases for these patterns. These 
functional explanations could be useful, but in relationship to the aforementioned anti-identity 
effects found in 14th century O.Norw., she has misunderstood the data; believing that vowel 
lowering never occurs after short low vowels. Stokstad offers on the other hand an 
autosegmental analysis of the basic pattern, but states only that it is "ei grov forenkling i 
forhold til de lave og korte vokalene, for noen av dem gir også høy endingsvokal" and does not 
discuss the problem further (1998: 110). Little will be speculated here about the origins of this 
pattern. It is doubtful that any coherent and comprehensive solution will lend itself easily. The 
patterns involved are extremely rare and the product, it seems, of equally unique and still 
poorly understood circumstances.  
5. Concluding remarks 
 Nevertheless, in the way of conclusion, the corpus of electronically analyzable charters 
presented in Appendix II has proven to be a very useful linguistic resource. By multiple 
graphic and phonetic abstractions of the data, both phonological and graphemic processes can 
                                                 
17
 This regards principally his second system of proposed reductions (VR2) in aller- and festom-type HS (see 
1978b: 296) for which no motivation is provided. 
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be identified and measured. Through the comparison of multiple original documents of 
individual scribes, broader regularities and deviations can be explored.   
 This method has successfully distinguished between orthographic and genuine 
linguistic influences on the distribution of unstressed vowel height in early 14th century Old 
Norwegian. More concretely, VH-opacity has been transparently distinguished as 
phonologically genuine (see §4.3.1-2) while traces of orthographically influenced vowel 
harmonization are also evidenced. The firm correlation between VH-opacity and i- and u-
umlaut are both statistically and historically evidenced. Significant anti-identity effects in 
festir- and ollum-type data, potentially indicative of anti-parasitic harmony are described for 
the first time, though their exact causes, phonological processing, and phonetic manifestation 
are at this time only matters of speculation. Further analysis of earlier material is required to 
evaluate to how valid etymological analyses of VH-opacity might be. Additional comparative 
studies, both geographically and temporally, using this method will greatly increase our 
understanding of Norwegian vowel harmonic dialectal variation.  
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APPENDIX I: ATTESTED 
REFERENCES18 
  1 Páll Styrkársson 
Printed Ref. Date Place 
DN XVIII  6  April 26 1325 Bergen 
DN II 164  August 14 1328 Oslo 
DI II 395 July 9  1330 Unknown 
RN IV 780 November 23 1330 Bergen 
RN IV 782 December 12 1330 Oslo 
DN IV 195 April 21 1331 Oslo 
DN IV 196 May 5 1331 Oslo 
DN VII 135 August 9 1331 Bergen 
DN I 217  April 24 1332 Oslo 
DN XII 80a-b July 15 1332 Bergen 
DN III 166  December 27  1332 Oslo 
DN II 198  December 30 1332 Oslo 
DN I 221  January 29 1333 Nidaros  
DN II 205  May 1 1334 Tønsberg  
DS IV 3148  June 16 1335 Stockholm 
DN II 214  September 25 1335 Tønsberg  
DN V 114 June 17 1336 Båhus 
DN I 241  September 8 1336 Stockholm 
DN II 224 September 29 1337 Oslo 
DN VII 144 March 26 1338 Oslo 
RN V 150 











DN I 266  April 23 1340 Oslo 
DN IV 280 March 28 1344 Oslo 
DN II 267 January 3 1345 Oslo 
DN II 289 February 18 1348 Oslo 
DN II 290 February 20 1348 Oslo 
                                                 
18
 All documents which name the scribes, whether extant or not, have been listed. Those included in the study's 
corpus (Appendix II) are shaded. 
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DN IV 350 October 9 1349 Oslo 
DN IV 354 November 18 1351 Oslo 
 
  2 Þorgeirr Tófason 
Printed Ref. Date Place 
RN III 83 May 29 1303 Tønsberg 
RN III 496 June 17 1308 Tønsberg 
DN II 100 September 11 1309 Oslo 
RN III 634 December 26 1309 Tønsberg 
RN III 655 June 23 1310 Bergen 
DN II 106 January 31 1311 Oslo 
DN II 108 March 08 1311 Niðarós 
DN I 132 January 09 1312 Bergen 
DN III 97 January 13 1312 Bergen 
DN IV 96 June 29 1312 Oslo 
RN III 771 June 29/July 2 1312 Oslo 
RN III 773 July 19 1312 Tønsberg 
RN III 783 October 14 1312 Oslo 
DN VII 72 February 7 1313 [Nidaros] 
DN V 58 March 19 1313 Niðarós 
DN II 117 April 09 1313 Niðarós 
DN I 137 April 16 1313 Niðarós 
DN II 118 April 21 1313 Niðarós 
DN III 99 April 22 1313 Nidaros 
DN II 212 May 2 1313 Nidaros 
DN II 213 June 10 1313 Avaldsnes 
RN III 874 August 12 1313 Bergen 
DN VI 83 March 05 1314 Bergen 
RN III 933 August 23 1315 Oslo 
RN III 939 September 28 1315 Tønsberg 
DN II 221 November 25 1315 Bergen 
RN III 972 July 30 1316 Bergen 
RN III 988 November 15 1316 Bergen 
RN III 1005 
[August 10 - 




DN XXI 19 August 14 1317 Bergen 
DN III 110 December 3 1317 Oslo 
DN XI 8 March 26 1318 Tønsberg 
DN II 133 July 28 1318 Tønsberg 
DN VII 91 July 19 1320 Bergen 
DN V 69 January 19 1324 Bergen 
DN IV 183 December 26 [1328] Nidaros 
DN VIII 88 [January 17] [1329] [Bergen] 
DN II 169 March 28 1329 Bergen 





  3 Ívarr Auðunarson 
Printed Ref. Date Place 
DN II 139 September 5 1320 Båhus 
DS 2261 October 1 1320 Båhus 
DN XVI 2 February 2 1320 Tunsbergshus 
DN XV 3 March 31 1321 Tunsbergshus 
DN III 125 July 24 1321 Båhus 
DN I 166 April 18 1322 Oslo 
DN III 139 March 5 1325 Niðarós 
DN IV 168 July 17 1326 Båhus 
DN IX 99 September 14 1327 Bergen 
DN XII 71 March 12 1328 Bergen 
DN IV 196 May 5 1331 Oslo 
RN IV 912 December 18 1332 Oslo 
DN VI 141 March 21 1333 Oslo 
DN II 204 December 14 1333 
[Øyer 
prestegård] 
DN IV 216 January 8 1335 Strängnäs 
DN II 210 January 15 1335 Strängnäs 
DN II 213 August 27 1335 Tønsberg 
 
  4 Hákon Ívarsson 
Printed Ref. Date Place 
RN III 774 July 19 1312 Tønsberg 
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RN III 858 May 2 1313 Nidaros 
DN I 143 August 31 1314 Oslo 
RN III 938 September 27 1315 Tønsberg 
RN III 1057 May 10 1318 Tønsberg 
DN II 132 July 26 1318 Tønsberg 
RN III 1076 November 3 1318 Tønsberg 
DN XVI 2 February 4 1320 Tunsberghus 
DN I 161 April 9 1320 Tønsberg 
DN XXI 23 June 20 1320 Bergen 
DN X 14 August 4 1320 Hesnesøyene 
DN XXI 29 March 22 1322 Akershus 
DN I 173 October 19 1323 Tønsberg 
DN I 191 November 18 1327 Bergen 



















1. mꝫ gu ɴ   ıghu e  læírolu ꞇ ꝺ ꝛ[ ]nꝺe 
2.  ꞇo  þ ꝛ  æ  ɢ llu   ꝛ        ꞇ  h r 
3. æıghı reꞇꞇo  rn  ȷoꝛ nokoꞇ er   ꝺí rn   þuí      
4. kyllꝺughír ꞇíll l gh     ỏꞇꞇ  ꝺ  þ  bı         ꝛ  ȷnuírꝺılegh ꞇ 
5. hu ꞇuæggí  hí nꝺ  loglegh  ꞇıl ꞇæ nꝺ llu rðe  reꞇꞇ e ꞇ       
6. ılír nꝺ r  ír ıoðo rn   kom  ꞇıll l  þen ꞇæ nu ꝺ gh  
7. ꞇ      llꞇ  h llꝺ  ꝺỏ    ı    þꝛ  u  mᷓꞇ        ı   æı    
8. ꝛ ꝛ ꞇ   ᴇ ꞇ   
9.    ꞇꞇ  goꝛꞇ ȷ lo þrí  ᴍỏ o  











1. mꝫ gu   ı       ꝛ                            æ ꝺ             ꝛ            ỏ  ɢ       [ ]           ꞇ    
2.  ɢ ᴛ         ȷ  ꞇ  ꝺ  þ       ꝛ  
3.  ꝛ         ꞇꞇ      ꝺ    þ          æ     ꝺ  ꞇ ı               ᴇ ᴏk  
4.    þ    ꞇ        ꞇı ꞇꞇ    ꝫ þ            ꝛ                          ᴏ  
5.  ı           æ              ꞇ                    ꞇ     
6. þæ        æ ꝺꝛ                ꝺ  ꝺ      þ                          ꞇ ꝺ æ ꞇ   ꝫ        ꝛ   
7. þꞇꞇ    ꝛ    ꝛꞇ ȷ      ꝺꝛ ꞇꞇ    ꝺ        ꞇ         ꝺı  ᴛ ʀı          //      














1. mꝫ gu           ꝛ                       æ ꝺ         m m þꞇꞇ    ꝛ  
2.      ỏ  ɢ            ı      ꞇ þ     ꞇ    ꞇ        ɢ    ꞇ        
3.   æ      ꝛ  ꝛỏꝺꝛ   ȷ  ıꝺ   ꞇ   æ          æ         æ      þ    
4. ᴇ    æ          þ    ȷ  ꞇ           ꝛ  ꝛỏ ꝛ  æ    
5.                   ꞇ           z        ȷ   æ       ı ꝛ ꞇ 
6. ᴏ  þ       ı         æ        þꞇꞇ  
7.                    ꞇ ꞇ  
8. þ       ỏꞇ ꝺꝝ ꞇ     ꝛ ɴı       ꝺ       
9.        ꞇ       ꝛ ᴛ ʀ ᴇn ᴛ  ꝛ 












1. mꝫ gu   ı     ɴ ᷍ on ᴍ ᷍      þæ   e  þꞇꞇ   ꝛ            ỏ  ɢ ı  
2. ꝛ ꞇ e[no      ,  ỏ     ȷ   ỏ              ꝛ    ꞇ     
ve ꞇ ᷓ
3.    ꝺ                      ȷ ꞇ   ꞇꞇ  ỏ            ꞇꞇ     ỏꝛꝺꝛ           ỏ    ꝺꝛ   ıꞇꞇ                   ỏ   
4.     æ      ꞇꞇ  ỏꝛꞇ   ı  þ   ꞇ           ȷ    ꝺꝛ ʀ ꝺı   þ ıꝺ   ỏ   ʀ    þ         
5.        þ ıꝺ  ỏ  ꞇ ꝺ     þ             ꝺ   ᴇ  
6. ꝺ ꞇꞇ ꝛ ꝛðe  æx          ȷ  [    ]      ȷ    ỏ      þæ         ꝺ    
7.       ꝫ þ ꝛ     æ          æ                        þꝛ                           ꝛ       
8. ᴇ ꝛ    ꞇ   ꝺ   [  ]o  ꝺ                 þ                 æ           þ  ꝛ  
9.           æ  [ꞇ ꞇ ᴡ   þꞇꞇ   ꝛ    ꝛꞇ ȷ  ı       þ   











1. mꝫ gu [ ı      ] ꝛ                         
2. þꞇꞇ   ꝛ           [ ỏ  ɢ  
3.                      [ȷ   ]    ỏ  ꞇ           þ ꝛ  ȷ           
4.              ꞇ            ꞇ     
5. ᴛ  ꞇ             ȷ        ꝛ     ꝫ      
6.              ꝛæ ꞇꞇ                    ꝛæ ꞇꞇ       ꞇ              þ  [ᴛ  
7.            [ ꞇ]        
8.   æ          þ          [ ı    ꞇ]    ꝺꝛ      ꞇ                        
9. e ʀæı ı  
10. þꞇꞇ     ꝛ    ꝛꞇ ȷ  ı       ꞇ  
11. ꞇ ʀ ᴇ  








1. kon mꝫ gu ɴor            on ᴍ gnu       ꝺír llu     
2. þꞇꞇ    ꝛ   ꝺ   ỏ  ɢ om opeꞇ   ꝛ  .   ꝺ   n íglu  hr  
3. ᴇ  æ ꝺ  ꝛ    þoꝛ   ꝺ   
4. hr  ᴏꞇꞇ   þ ꞇ  æ              ꝛ  r vm 
5. ꝺ    þ      þꝛ       ꝺỏ ꞇ      ꝛ ᴘ ꝛ                
6.    ȷ ꝛ                þ   æ    þ æꞇꞇ     ᴏ     ꞇ ꞇ þꝛ  
7.   ꞇꞇ ·  logleg ꞇ ꞇ ꝫ þer   ꝛ  ꝛ     
8. ꝛ  , mꝫ      þæ     æ       ꞇ    ı   
9. þꞇꞇ      ꝛ   ꞇ       
10.    ꝺ         þꝛ   
11. ꞇ  hu    ꞇ    ı                       þ   
12. ꝫ þer ꝛ ᴇ    ꝺ            ,, ᴡ ꞇ ꞇ  bꝛ  goꝛꞇ  
13. ᴍ ꞇ  ɢregoꝛ ʀ , hr   










1.  mꝫ gu                      þæ    æ  þꞇꞇ    ꝛ           ỏ  ɢ  
2. o     ꞇ   ꝛ        ı  uðun  h      ᴇ  æ ꝺ r ,hr  ᴏk ᴏꞇꞇ  
3.  ꝺ ᴇ               ro bꝛ ꞇꞇ r v  ꝺ   þæ     þꝛ  ꞇ ro boðe, míl 
4. lu r   æ     ᴏꞇꞇ                     ꞇ ᴇ  
5.   ꞇ ꞇꞇ       ı   ỏꝛ ꝛ  g rðeno   ı        ,, ᴏ       ꞇ ꝛ  
6.       ꞇ    ꞇ   ꝺ ꞇ  ·     ꝺ n  ꞇ ꞇ          ꝫ þ   v ro bꝛ  
7.  þogn v  m l ,, ᴡıꞇ  ꝺ   ꞇ     æ  þꞇ     , læꞇ  æí 
8.  æ  ꝺꝛ ll   þ   l         ꝺ  r       ꝛ  , v ꞇꞇ r ,  ꝛꞇ re 
9.  ꞇ æ               ı     ,  þꝛ  ỏ   ꝫ ᴏꝺ   þꞇꞇ    ꝛ  
10. ɴ n ꝺ ꞇ ᴘ       ,, ʀ ʙ   










1.  mꝫ guꝺ  ı                   æ ꝺ   þ ꝛ ꞇæ    -    ꞇı     ꞇ ꝺ     ı   ꝺ             
2.    ꝺ       ꝛ  ı  æꞇ    ȷ       æ             æ             ꝺ          ᴇ  
3.  ı    ȷ              ɢ  
4.  ı ꝛ        ꝺ ꞇꞇ ꝛ þꞇ x ȷ    æ  ꝺ    ꝺ    xx  ı  ỏꝛꝺꝛ     ꝺ    ȷ        
5. þ    æ  þ             ı   ꝛ          
6.       ı      ꞇ        ꞇꞇ   æ ꞇ ꞇ æ        ꞇ         ꝺ        ı        ȷ               ỏ  
7. ꞇ           ȷ                æ          ꞇı   
8.   æ  ı   
9.  ıꞇ  ꝺ      þ        ꝺꝛ        ꞇ        ı          þꞇꞇ      
10. ʀ  











1.  mꝫ gu   ı       ꝛ           æ ꝺ      ꝺ  þ     ɢ  
2.  ı      ꞇ þ         ꝛ   ỏꝺꝛ    ꞇ         ı  ᴄ      þꝛ       ꝺꝛ        ꞇ   ꞇꞇ  ỏꝛỏ  
3. ᴘ ᴇ   ꝺ  ꞇ   
4.  þꞇ      þ   ı      ᴛ  ꞇ    ꞇ   ꞇ     ı             
5.     þꞇꞇ  æ ꞇ þ    æ  þ   ı  ꞇ      þ                      ıꞇ   
6.  ꝺꝛ        ꞇ     ı  ı       þꞇꞇ    ꝛ  ᴘ  












1.   mꝫ gu ɴ ꝛ          ᴇ ɢ  
2.    æ         æıꝺꝺ  ꞇ                       æ       ꞇ     ꞇ    ı  ꝺ           ı    ɴ  
3.                  þꝛ   æꝺ        ı         æ             ᴇ  
4.              ꞇ            ȷ           ı ꞇ            ꞇ  ꞇ       
5.  þꝛ        ꞇ æ           ꝺ   ı     
6.  ᴡ   þꞇꞇ       ꝛꞇ ȷ  ı       ꞇ   ʀ  





DN XXI 19 – 14.08.1317 - Bergen - Þorgeirr Tófason 
 
 
1.  mꝫ gu   ı     oꝛ                   þæ    æ  þꞇꞇ    ꝛ           ỏ   
2. ɢ ⁊ o         ꝛ   r   ꝺ r logm  ꝺ ᴇ  
3. ȷn  hælg  ⁊  þoꝛ ꝛỏ ꝛ ⁊   æ  ꝺı ⁊ ᴇ  æ ꝺ   
4. ꝺ  on ,er h   v      ꝛ ⁊ v    ꝛ    n hæ   ꞇ             æ   
5. m    ꝺo  · þ      þꝛ      ꝺỏ ꞇ ı      ȷ  v r h ꞇ ᴍooꝛ     ı  ȷ     
6. bꝛ  ꝺ ꝺ lum, ⁊ ꞇ      ꞇæı   þ   er  æ ı     æ ꞇ    ᴏ  o   
7. ꞇí ꞇ þꝛ  ꝺom   ꞇꞇ ⁊ loglegr þ  ꞇ ꝺ ꞇom v    ꝫ þ  o v ro   ꝛ  e     
8.  goꝛr , ⁊ þ \[  ꞇꞇ r]/ꝺom   ȷ  ꞇ       voꝛ ꞇ ꞇu   ꝛ     ı ꝺ       æ         
9.   n           ꞇ  þꞇ ger  ı   r  m logbok v ꞇꞇ  
10. þ      ꝺ         ꝺ  ꝺom  ⁊ þ  ı          l  ꞇ ꞇ   ꝫ        ꝛ  e 
11. ⁊ o   ȷ   ꝛ     ꞇ   r þꞇꞇ    ꝛ  goꝛꞇ  ȷ        ᴍ ríu me ɴıꞇ   
12. ꝺ  ʀ r  ȷw r k          ȷ ı  ðe ,þoꝛgæír ᴛ  on ʀıꞇ ðe 
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DN III 110 – 03.12.1317 - Oslo - Þorgeirr Tófason 
 
1. mꝫ gu   ı     ɴ                                             æ    ỏ  ɢ  ⁊           ı ı   
2. ꞇ        ꞇı        ı         ı ꞇı    æı    ⁊       æı  
3. ᴄ      ᴛ      ᴄ        æ         ȷ þæ         ꞇ      ꝛ     ꞇ         ꝛ     ꝛ   ỏ      
4.      æ                ꞇı  þæı      ꞇæı     ⁊  ꞇæı      æ      æ     ꞇ               ꝛ ꞇ  ꞇ  ꞇꞇ  ỏꝛꞇ  ʀ  
5. ʀ          ȷ   æ                  æ        ȷ     þ æıꞇ ᴛ            ȷ  æ  ỏ           ȷ          
6.     ȷ    ꞇꞇ      æx         ȷ        ỏ ,, ᴛ           ȷ          ʀ  
7. þ               ȷ      ꝺ        æx         ȷ         
8.     ȷ           ᴛo       <   > ȷ            ı    ꞇ æ  ı  ʀỏ          ȷ ỏ     ỏ           ȷ  æ ꞇ   ı        þ    ı    bol 
9. ȷ  ỏ                ȷ             æx       ȷ   ꞇ     ı    ꞇ æ           ȷ ỏ  
10. ȷ       ıæ   ,, ᴛ ꝺ     þ    ı        ȷ ꝺ  ƶ ꝺ            ỏꝛꞇ        ȷ        x   
11. ꞇ æ  ı  ı þ æıꞇ     ı     ỏꝛꞇ ꝛ      ꞇ æ     ỏꝛꞇ \  m ᷓ ʟy ꞇ 
12. ȷ ᴇ ꞇ ȷ boꝛg ʀ   ur  
13. rk      ȷ ꞇ          ꞇ   ꞇꞇ  ꞇæ    ỏ n   ꝺ  ng   ıæ    
14. u nn      ȷ ʟ ng  ıæ       ꞇ       ȷ  æ       ȷ    ꝺỏ         ȷ     ỏ  ,, h l  
15. ỏ  ı ỏ ,, þríggí  m rk         ȷ ꝺ   ỏ  m rk      ȷ    l  ꝺ   m rk   
16.     ȷ ỏ  ı ỏ ȷ    ı ỏ ,, þríggí  ck       \ ʀ     
17. ꞇ        ȷ  ꞇ  ꞇ      ,, ꞇ ʀ rk   
18.     n .       ı    ok 
19. ꞇuæggí  ỏꝛꞇ       ȷ   ỏ  ⁊ ꞇ  ỏꝛꞇ   ꝝ        ȷ        ı ,, h k  
20. ꞇíu  kí     u . re  ꞇ        ỏ ,  ꞇ      
21. gí    rk  ꝺ       ꞇ æ    m         ȷ   ꝛ   ꝺ    
22. ȷ h n . ȷ þ   þ ꝛ      þ       lom ,, h           ȷ þ    ỏ   ỏꝛꞇ  
23.       ȷ ꞇ                   ꞇ   r ꞇ ꞇ k   
24.  ı ı  , ⁊ ꝺꝛ mgoð r ꞇ ꞇ læggí  ꞇ ᴡ     ꝛ   goꝛꞇ  ȷ  ᴏ ug  ꝺ   
25. ro  ᷓ  ȷ    ᷓ  ⁊  ꞇ ɴ ꞇ  ꝺ  ʀ  ȷw            ðe 
26. ᴇn ᴛ  ʀ ꞇ ðe 
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DN VII 91– 19.07.1320 - Bergen - Þorgeirr Tófason 
1. M gnu  mꝫ gu   ı     ɴor          ɢoꞇ        ꝺír         ȷ         þæ    æ  þꞇꞇ    ꝛ      æ    ỏ  ɢ ín  , ð       ʀ       
2. ꞇeðo o  ꞇnᷓ c ꞇ      ꝛ  uom v            ᴇı ı        kon      ꝛ ður v ꞇ  þ u er v ꞇꞇ              ꞇꞇ   ỏꞇ  
3. ð      ȷ       , ᴏ       ı ı    æ   h   ꝺ  þ    ı n  þer     ꞇꞇ   ỏꞇ þæír       ꞇ  v  ı ı    ı     æ         h  ꝺ     
4.     v r rð  æ        ꞅ   æı ng rðum      ꞇ  legh  þeg r æm kr  ꞇ          llu þuí æm mæír  ꝛ     æız lu þꝛ  u r r 
5.  h   ꝺ           ꞇ ð ðrer hu  ỏ ꝺ    æ  ı  ꞇ     ꝛ g rðum þꝛ  , ᴇ     íꞇ  u  æ  
6. logbok v ꞇꞇ   ı          æ      æ ꝺƶ kom   ꞇ æ ꝺƶ kom ꞇ þæ   ꞇ   æ  ꝺ    æð  ꝺı ꝛ logh , æð  æꞇ    r ꞇ ðe 
7.     ꞇı    ꞅ r eð  ð      ıꞇ ꞇ   lum ðr , logm ðꝛ       ,  ꞇ ð             ı    þ   ı   ỏ   
8.   ꞇ æ ꝺ r , ɴem  ꞇ ger æck   ỏꝛꞇogom  þꝛ ꞇꞇ n m         ꞇ læg   ꝺ    r  mí   ı     ı        þ         
9.  ko ꞇner     æꞅ ı  ꞇ  n ðom læggí   ỏ ꞇ        ꞇ ð ꝫ           ,            þ    , æð      ı   ꞇ  
10. l ꝛ k ꞇ     logh  ꞇ ð  þ ꝛ  þeg r þꝛ z ꞇ r       mꝫ  ı    ꝛꝺ l     
11.       ꝺ       ꞇ kom  ꞇ ꞇ æ    , eð   ꞇ        lum ðr eð  logm ðr læꞇ ll  þ  n  ꝺ    l u ꞇ ,  ꞇ   ı  
12. þ       ı  ꞇı    g     ꞇꞇ  ꝺ  ,ᴇ ꝛ    r  · með n þꝛ        ꞇꞇ n mꝫ  lum  ꝺƶ  logm  ꝺƶ ᴇn þer     ꞇꞇ   ỏꞇ  
13.   æ  ꝺ   ꞅ ꝺ        ꞇ ꞇ þꝛ       ȷ         æ            æıꝺ ng  ,   ı           æı ngrom ,   ꞇ      ꞇ þæír læggí þuí 
14. ʀ ꝺ     n ðom  ðr  ȷ ꞇ ð kío  þ  æm be ꞇ     ꞇ     ỏꝛ   æ     ỏ ꞇ   , æð  æínhu      
15.  ꞇ ll  ꞇ  ı ı    ꞇ           ꞇ    þ    ı ꝛꞇ ꞇ  ꞇ æ  ƶ kír veꞇ  ꞇ r h   ꝺ    ꝛð       ꞇ ð     ꞇꞇ æm ꝺꝛ ꝛð 
16.     ,  ꞇ nokoꝛ  ꞇ æ ꝺƶ k ꝛ ꝛ ỏ n v            ꞇı    ꞇ olu , ᴇn hu æm ꞇ þuí verðr kunn  nn     ꞇỏ ꞇ 
17. þꞇ æ  ȷ ꝛ  kom , h          þꝛíðíungh ,  lum ðꝛ      , þꝛíðí   ỏꝛ   ı              æ ꝺz kom   ꞇ æ ꝺƶ o  
18. æ   æı   , ꞇ ꝺ  ꞇ ro ɴem  hu æm þ r verðr nnpꝛ ðr ꞇ    ı   ꝺ   ꞇꞇ  ỏꝛꞇ  þꝛ ꞇꞇ   
19. ȷ   ꝛ  u b  ꞇ  ʀ ðom v        ı     ꞇ þ    ỏꝛer þer  v r    ı n      ı     ꝛ  ꞇ      ꞇ æ ꝺ r , ꞇ v ꞇỏı    z ꞇ þuí  
20.        ỏꞇ    ꞇ   æm guð ge  ꞇ ᴡ   þꞇꞇ    ꝛ  goꝛꞇ goꝛꞇ  ȷ        ᴍ     ꞇꞇ r me n . .   ꞇ  ʀ ᴏk 
21. ȷn ı  ꞇ o  u nðom ᴇ  ᴛhorgæír ᴛ ʀıꞇ ðe 
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DN II 132 – 26.07.1318 - Tønsberg - Hákon Ívarsson 
 
1. mꝫ gu   ı     ɴoꝛ         ꝺ   llum    þ  æ  þ ꞇ ꞇ    ꝛ  ,     ꝺ   ỏ  g  
2. ok  ·v  ı ı  yðꝛ     ı  g    ꝛ    ꝺ   ı ı     ꝛ ᴇ  
3.      ı             ı          ı   ʀ  ı ꝛ bꝛỏꝺꝛ  
4.             ᴇ on  lo æm .v.  
5. ꝺ            ꞇ æ      ꝛ  ᴏ ynı                ꝺ       ꞇ   ȷ      ꝺỏ   
6.    þ   ı      þ ꝛ  ꝺ     ꞇ     ı ꝛꝺ     ı       þ ꞇ æm    ı ꝛ 
7. ꞇ þ ꞇ ꞇ     ꞇ   ꝛ   ꞇ    ꝺ   þæ  æ  þ ꝛ       ꝺ  ꞇ ꞇ ꝛ  
8. ᴏ     þ ı     ꞇı ꞇ þ ꝛ  ꝺ   ʀ ꞇꞇ  loghleg  v   v    ı ı      ꞇ  
9. þ   ı         ꞇ ꞇ ꝛ ꝛꝺ  ı     ꝫ           ꝺ     ꝺ    ꝛ ꞇꝺỏ  ꞇ ᴍ  
10.     ı  ȷ lo ᴄ          ꞇı   æ            ı  ᴏ  ı ꝺ   ı          þ    
11. ꝺ ʀ ʀ     ꞇı   ꝛ ꝛꝺ     ı             ꝺı   
12. æ  ꞇı       ɴ  þꞇ ger    ı  þ  ı ꝛ 
13. e ʀ  logh          ꞇ ꞇ   ꝫ ı     ꝛ     
14. o   ȷ    ꝛ    ꝛ ꞇ  þꝛ k        þ ꞇ ꞇ    ꝛ  goꝛꞇ  ȷ  ᴛun     ı   ꝺ ꞇ  
15. ɴ ʀı ı  ᴏ  ı   
16. ríu  ʀ  
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1.  mꝫ guðꝛ  ɴoꝛ   ɢ         þ    æ  þ ꞇ ꞇ     
2.   ꝛ  e     ỏ ꝛ  ɢ       ꞇ   ꝛ    ꝺ       ꞇ    ꝛꝺ             kon         ꝺ ꝛ  
3. ꞇ    þ ꞇ æ  ᴏ lo , ᴛyꝛ ꝺ ꞇ ꞇ    ꞇ      ı æ  
4. ʀı        ,  ꞇ  ꞇ       ꝺ       ꞇ     ꝛꝺ   þegn 
5.  ı  ꝺ      ꝛ    bꝛ ꞇ    ꝺ   ȷ  ᴇ y  v    ꞇ   ꝛ  þ ꞇ æ   æ      ı         ꝛ      
6.   ꝺ     ı                      ᴏꝛ              on        ꝛg 
7.              ꝺþ ꝛ   ȷ  ᴛun     ı      ꝛ      ᴏ ꞇ  
8.     ꞇ     ı    ı      ȷ  ᴏ lo ᴄ          ꞇ þuí æ           ꝛ         
9. ꝛꝺong æ   ꝺ ꝛ       ꝛ          ꞇ ꞇ æ      ꞇ ꝺ  o   
10.    þ    ı  ꝺ       ꝛ     ꝛ ꞇ   ꝺ æ   v  ꞇ        ꞇ  
11. ꞇo    ꝺ             ı  ʀ ʀ  
12.      þ ꞇ   ger    ı æꞇ          ı         þ ꞇ ꞇ      ꝛ    goꝛꞇ ȷ ᴛun     ı   ᴏꝺen ꝺ ꞇ ꞇ 











1.  mꝫ guðꝛ  ɴoꝛ   ɢ ꞇ              þæım æ  þ ꞇ ꞇ  [  ꝛ ]   
2. [ e]  ꝺ     ꝛ   ı  ꞇ                   ꞇ  [ ]      
3.             þ               ꞇ      ꞇ      ᴇ      ı   ꞇ 
4. [   ]   ȷ ᴏl eoꝛ  ꝛe  
5. ꝛ        ꞇ     ı       ꝺ      ᴇ ɴ      þ ꞇ    [ı ]  ı   
6. [ æ]ꞇ          ı       þ ꞇ ꞇ     ꝛ  goꝛꞇ ene ỏ   ꞇ ꞇ ᴏ  











1. mꝫ guðꝛ  ɴoꝛ     ı         e ꝺ    þꝛ  
2. yní g   ı   þ ꞇ            ı     
3. ᴍ  ı    ı   ᴄ        ꝛ  ȷ  ᴏ lo  henn koꝛ bꝛ  ꝛ  p ꞇ   
4.  þuı  æ   þ ꝛ ꝛ    ꞇ    . ᴏ  ꞇı     ıꞇ ı  ꞇꞇ      ꞇ   
5. þꞇ ꞇ    ꝛ  er goꝛꞇ ᴛun     ı  ꝺ  ꝺ ꞇ    ꞇꞇ  ꞇ ʀ  









1. Mɑ     ꝫ      ı      ꝛ         ⁊    ꞇ        ɢ  
2.  æı         ı   
3. ⁊ þ ꝛ      ƶ      ỏ  
4.  æ          ıæ    [ ]  ıæ       ⁊ þꝛ   ı  ı       ꝫ        ȷ  ı        ꝛ       æ   
5.     ꞇꞇ  ꞇ   ȷ    ꝺ[ ]    ỏ   ꝺı  ꞇ   
6.      ꝺ         [þ ı]  ꞇ        ꝛ     ꝛ           ꝺ          þꞇ           ꝛ     ı ꝺ           ꞇ    ı 
7. þ  ꝫ þ           ꝛ    þꞇꞇ          ꝺ    ꞇ      ꞇı   þ   ȷ þ   ꞇæ     æ  þ   æꞇ þ  ꝫ     æ  
8. ꝺ ᴏ   ı [ı ]  ꞇ þ[ ]    ꝺ   þꞇ  ꝛ   ⁊  æ   þ   ꝛ  
9.   ı ı  þ   ꝛ  
10.  ꝛ    ⁊ ȷ  ı  ı    þꞇꞇ    ꝛ   









1. Mɑgnu ꝫ gu   ı    N ꝛ  S  ⁊ ɢ   K      æ ꝺ            þ   
2.   ꝛ       ꝺ   ỏ  ɢ  ⁊  ı       ⁊    ꝺ    ꞇ           ꝺ    ꝛ  þꞇ  æ    ꝺ       
3.   æꞇ        ı       ꝺ ꝛ ƶ               ꞇ    ꝛ  ꝛỏꝺꝛ   
4.   ꞇ   ı    ı  ȷ ɴıꝺ    ı       þꝛ  ᴏ     þ    ꞇ    ı ı   þꞇ        ꝛ  
5.     ꝺ  ⁊     ꝺ ƶ    ꞇ    þ    ꝺ æ      þꞇ ȷ  ⁊   ꞇ    ı  
6.  ꝛꝺ   æ  þꞇ   ꞇꞇ ꝫ þ            ꝛ ᴏ    ı ꝺ                              ꝛ    
7.  ᷣ ꞇ  æ ꞇ  þ   ꝺ  þ ꝛ ɴ  
8.      ı ı   ı     æ ꞇ  ı         æ  ȷ  ı        ꝛ  
9. ᴏ  ꞇı      ƶ   ꞇ ı    ꝺꝛ  ꞇ    ꝺ    ꞇ             þ   
10.    ı  ı   ᴇ        ıꝺ           ꝺꝛ ꞇƶ  ꞇ        ꞇ    ı     ı  þꞇꞇ    ꝛ  
11. ȷ         ꞇꞇ    ı       ꝛꝛ  







DN IV 168 17.07.1326 – Båhus – Ívarr Auðunarson 
 
 
1. Mɑgnu ꝫ gu          ɴ   ⁊ ɢ ꞇ            
2.     ⁊       ȷ ȷ     ꝺ  roæímí  
3.    g n     ᴏ ᴇ     
4. ȷ vp     ꞇ ꝺ    ᴇ   ı    ꝺꝛ  ⁊ þ     ꝺ      
5. ege      ír   ȷ ȷæ ꞇ  
6.       ꞇ  loghum ⁊   ꞇꞇ  ꝺ   ꞇ     ꞇ 
7.  ı   ꞇꞇ   vmbo 
8. ꝺ       / ⁊ þ  æı    ⁊   ꞇ           ı  
9. eꝺ     æpꞇ loghum   þ    ᷣ
10.        æ ꞇ     æ ꞇ    ı       ꝺ  ⁊ ꞇ 
11. þꞇꞇ ꝫ æ     ꞇ  ᴏ   mꝫ  ín    ᴇrllíng 
12.  ıꝺ    ꝺꝛ  ꞇ    þꞇꞇ    ꝛ   









1. Mɑgnu ꝫ gu   ı    ɴ   ⁊ ɢ ꞇ         
2.  ꝛ ꝺƶ     þ ꝛ      ⁊ ȷ            ꝺ ꝛ  ꝺ    ⁊     ꝺ                ɢ n ꞇ ulko 
3.   ꞇ  ı ı komer ꞇı      
4.     ꞇꞇ  ꝺ   ỏ  ꞇ þꞇꞇ     ꞇ  ꝛ  þꞇ  æ  ꝺỏ ꞇ    ȷ  
5. ȷ ꝛꝺ      æpꞇ   þꞇ          ꝛ     ꞇ   
6. komer  ı   ȷ  ⁊   ꞇꞇ    ꞇíu    ȷ  ꝛ  
7.  ꞇꞇ   ꝛ  bærgí ꝺꝛ ꝺ       æ ꞇ   
8.   ʀ    ȷ  




DN II 164 – 14.08.1328 - Oslo - Páll Styrkársson 
 
 
1. M gnu ꝫ guꝺ ɴ ꜱ          ꜱ  ꝺ            ȷ ỏ  ꞇ  ꝺ           ỏ ı          
2.      ꝺ   þ      þꞇꞇ    ꝛ      æꝺꝛ  ỏ    ꝺ         
3.      æ  ƶ ꞇ    ᴇ ᴇ    ȷ ᴏ       ꞇ     
4.         ᴏ           ȷ  ıꝺ     ꞇ        ꝛ    ı  þ   
5.       þ        ꞇ  æꝺꝛ                   ꝺƶ     ı            þ      þ        ı          ı þ     þ          
6. ʀ ꞇꞇ  ꝺ        ı ꝺ             þ   
7.  ƶ ꞇ  ꞇ       ꞇ þ          þ      ꝺ           ᴇ               
8.            ꞇꞇ  ꝺ     þ          ꞇ  ꝺ  ꞇı         ꝺ  
9. þ  
10.   ꝛæ            ȷ                 æ   ꞇ     ı ꞇ   ı  ȷ  ıꝺ             ꝛ        þ      ꞇı          ỏ   
11.      ꞇƶ    ꝺ ꝛ    ȷ   ꝛ  
12.     ꝺ  ᴏ  ꞇı      ƶ   ꞇ      ꝺ    ꞇ    ꝺ     ꞇ  æ            þ     ꞇꞇ  ꝫ       ı           ᴇ  
13. þꞇꞇ    ꝛ ᴏ         ỏ    æ ꞇ      
14.        ı ı            ᴘ ʀ   
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DN I 217 – 24.04.1332 – Oslo - Páll Styrkársson 
 
 
1. M gnu ꝫ guꝺ ɴ                   ꝺ           þ  ꞇꞇ    ꝛ ỏ  .᷎  
2.  ı ʀ ꝺ v rꞇ ínuꝺ᷎  ᷎            ꝛ ꞇ vnꝺı  ı ꝛ    
3. v ᴏ ᴇ ꞇ vnꝺı    ᴘ ᴇín᷎ .ᴇ ꞇ ȷ ᴇ  ᷎ ᷓ  þoꝛ   
4.      ıꝺꝛ e  þꞇꞇ     ꞇ   ꝛ ꞇꞇ  vm ꝺ ꞇ mællı     ᴘ ᴇ . 
5. m᷎ ᴇı       ỏkhollꞇe ᴏk ꞇ ver vı ı   \ / þ ꝺ  
6. ꞇ e þ  ȷ        ı          ꞇı l     þ ı  
7. ᴏk b᷎ı ꝺ   ulkomleg ᷎ e ᷎ ꞇ ʀı æꝺꝛ ʀo      ꞇ ꞇ ɴ  ᷎
8. ꞇ þuí værðꝛ kunn᷎  ᷎  ᷎  ᷎ þ  ʀ  ᷎logh  
9.     ı             ꝺ e ı  ꝫ   ꝛ e  ꞇ þꞇꞇ    ꝛ ꝛꞇ ȷ ᴏ  
10.    n ȷ ᴘ ꞇꞇ ʀ      ᴘ ꝺ .  ᴘ ll  








1. M gnu ꝫ guð  ı    ɴ                   ꝺ          þ  
2. ꞇꞇ    ꝛ ỏ  .᷎  ı        ı ı    ꞇ þ    ıꞇ   ꝫ v  
3.  æꝺƶ    þ            ıꞇꞇ      þı           ı  
4. ıꝺ      ı  ȷ þ   ꝺ  ı   e  em þeı  ꝺ  
5. ꝺ ꝺuleg      æꞇ ᷓ  ı ı    ᴇ  ꝛꝺom ᴇr   ȷ  ı ꝺ ꝛ 
6. æ  ꝺꝛ        ȷ ɴ     ꝫ   ꝺ ı ı       ı  
7.    ꝛ    /  ı ꝺ e íum m nne þ erꝺ  
8. ꞇ hı ꝺꝛ ꝛ ꞇ ꝝ   ꞇ  ɴæm ꞇ ger  ı ı ꞇ  
9. v e ꞇꞇ    ꝛ ȷ ᴏ ꞇᷣ  
10. ʀ       ᴘ .  ᴘ  








1. M gnu mꝫ guꝺ ɴ         ᴋ                   ıꝺꝛkom  
2.           þ  ꞇꞇ    ꝛ ỏ   ı ʀ ꞇ  
3.          ı   ı  l   ꝛ       ꝺ         æꞇ  ᷓ mı             ꝺ ꝛ  
4. v ƶ e ꝺꝛ       ıꞇ h e   ı    ı  ᴄ      v  
5. ᴏ         er      þı  ᴏ ꞇ ver vı ı m ꞇ ꝛ  
6. luꞇ       oꞇ ꝺꝛ             ꞇ           ıꞇ í 
7. ꞇ ve e eg ꝛ     ꝛe ı    ı       r ı          
8. gı      ꝛ æ ꝺ r   ꝛ        ȷ                  ꞇı l ꞇꞇ  
9. eg eꞇꞇ ı    ꝺ               þ  ꞇ ʀíu ꝝ 
10.   ꞇ  æꝺ ʀo      ꞇ ꞇ ɴ ꞇ  
11. ꞇ ꞇꞇ ȷ       ꝛ      æꞇ e vblıꝺ  Þꞇꞇ    ꝛ ȷ 
12. ᴏ ꞇꞇ ꞇᷣ ʀ          ꝺ .   








1. M gnu ꝫ guꝺ ɴ                                þ  ꞇꞇ    ꝛ ỏ   
2.  ı ᴄ    ı  ꝛ     ꝛ ȷ ʀ e v ꞇ   ı ı     ꞇí  ᷓ ıꝺ     ı  
3. ỏ ꝺỏme          ı ꞇ          ꝺ     ꝺ         ᴇ ꝺꝛ mını ꝛꝺom ᴇ     
4.     ȷ ᴏ ꞇ he  ᷓ   ı        ꞇꞇ ꞇ ᴇ    ȷ ᴄ      
5. ỏðꝝ         ı  ꞇꞇ ı       ı  ı ı ꝺ       eg \ / ꞇ   ꞇ  
6.    ı     æ ꝛ        en þı  ꝺ ꞇ ᴄ     ỏ ꝝ ᴇ       
7. ᴇ      ꞇ  ꞇ æðꝛ ꞇꞇ     ꞇı   ʙı ꝺ       eg ꞇ þ ı   e ꞇ   ꝛꞇ ᴄ      
8. ỏꝺꝝ ȷ    ꝺꝛ ı  em þer h ꞇ æðꝛ hỏ  ꞇ þꞇ ꞇ     ꞇ   ꝛ  ᷓꞇ r eígí 
9. ꞇꞇ ỏrꞇoghum  þreꞇꞇ   ꝛ ꞇ          ı      ꞇꞇo ꞇ ꞇ ꞇ    ꝛ ȷ 
10.   ꝺ       ı     ꝺ ỏ ꞇᷣ ʀ      ᴘ .k  








1. M gnu ꝫ gu  ɴore      ɢ ꞇ            þ  em þꞇꞇ    ꝛ e  
2. hỏ  .  ı ᴠer ꝺ ꞇ ꞇ ꞇ   ꝛ  þꞇ  ıꝺꝛ e  þꞇꞇ     ꞇ   ꝛ , vnꝺı  
3. ín ᴄ    ı ȷ  e þ nn r  e        ꝛ  ueno ne  n , v ꞇꞇ nꝺe vm pro  kı  ı   
4. ꝺuleg    ȷ r goꝺꝛ r mı ıg  ꝛꝺ      ȷ h mre   þ ꝛ eı  ᴇrꝺ rger goðer 
5.      ꞇækıꞇ vm v ꞇn þ ꞇ er þe ꞇ  ,     ı ı        ꞇ  nu r ngle ꞇ     ꞇı   ᴏ  
6. þuí ꞇ ver v ꞇ hu m ðꝛ ꞇꞇ níoꞇ e ᴇ nleg  heı        ı ꝛ    
7.  ı bı ꝺ   huíu  nne ı   ꞇ  ꞇhn ꞇ hı ꝺꝛ  æðꝛ ꞇ lm      ꝝ   ꞇ ,  ꞇe ghðu 
8. e ɴ  hu ꞇ ger v r  o ꞇꞇ  moꝛ    ȷ   ꝛ  u    ꞇ ,  n ꞇ  
9. v re   e vbl ꞇ ꞇ    ꝛ  ȷ ꞇun ghí ꞇuægg     mỏ      ı ı    cob ı ꞇ  
10. ꝺ e ʀ u nꝺom vꝺ              vín v          æ    lomone ꝫ  




DS IV 3148 – 16.06.1335 – Stockholm - Páll Styrkársson 
 
 
1. M gnu ꝫ gu   ı    ɴore      ɢ ꞇ        e              þ  em þꞇꞇ    ꝛ e  
2. æ ꝛ     . ꞇ  ꞇ           ꞇæ ıꞇ        ȷ ʀ  
3. ꝛ    ꞇı       , v            ꝛ    ᴘ ꞇe ꝫ   ꝺ  
4.  ı    ᴇr  ı ȷ   , ƶ þꞇ em    l    ı  v , huꞇ em 
5. þꞇ     ıæ     /       /               ı  ꞇ   æ ꝛ    ꞇı  , værnð ,  
6.         ꞇ ꞇ  ꝛ 
7. ꞇı     em hu er nokor ʀ             ꞇ   ıꞇ næmðo    ᴇr  ƶ ȷ     ꝝ  
8.  ɴ    þꞇ ger  ı    ꝛꝺ ko  , ᴏ  
9.   ꝛ    ȷ   ꝛ ,    ᴇr  ı ıꞇ ꞇ æ  loghum ʙı ꝺ   
10.                                  ꝺ               ꝝ      ꞇer 
11.    ᴇr            ꝛ   ȷ      ı              ꞇı   ı ,       ı     
12. ꝛ næmðo goðƶ       ꞇꞇ    
13. er þ   ᴏ  þ   v        ꝺ    ꝛ em þ    ı ı   ꝺ  
14.        ꝺ ı ı   ꞇꞇ    ꝛ ꝛꞇ ȷ ʙ e  





DN II 214 – 25.09.1335 – Tønsberg - Páll Styrkársson 
 
 
1. M gnu ꝫ gu   ı    ɴore      ɢ ꞇ        e ıꝺꝛkom vı    ı    
2. þ  em þꞇꞇ    ꝛ e ỏ  .  ı ꞇ þer vıꞇ ꞇ e           ı  ꝫ þe   ꝛ e 
3. gerꝺ  ll n e     ꝺ  eg    kon        æꞇ  ᷓ mínníng moꝺ ꝛ r hı   æ e gerꝺí ðe 
4. ȷ rı    ı  ȷ ᴏ ɢ ꝺı   llƶ ꝺugum   e         ꞇı      ꝺ ᴇn er  ı   æ kom nꝺum ꞇı   
5. loh lp r ᴇı  nle ıæ r         ı        r  em er   n ȷ ve ergheímí , lom  
6.      ꞇꞇꝺ ı     e ng  ᴏk ll r  gæ  e   ꝛre ȷ hurı greín æðꝛ   ne em huꞇ <er> 
7.     ı ꞇı   æ enlegrᷓ e re l ꝛræðe e ı b e hu nne þe  gerꝺ  
8. enle e ꞇ rı  ȷ     ꝝ   ꞇ ɴ  ꞇ þ    æ  ꝛ      æ ꝛ  ꞇ      
9. ꞇꞇ  ꝛeꞇꞇ n moꝛ    ȷ   ꝛ ꞇ    ꞇ         ı ll n  ı   ı ı   ꞇ ller 
10.       ıꞇ í ꞇ þo ꞇ ı       ꝛ   ꝛ  vꞇꞇ         ꞇe þe ro   ꝛ e r v ngỏ      æ ꝛ þ  
11. e  o ng  ꞇ þ            ꞇ  ꞇ þ u h ƶ ı  e     ꞇꞇ     ꝛ  
12.   ꝛꞇ ȷ ꞇun e   n ne ı m l     ꞇ nꝺ  re ʀ ꞇ o e      u n 




DN I 241 – 08.09.1336 – Stockholm - Páll Styrkársson 
 
 
1. M gnu ꝫ gu   ı    ɴ ꝛe      ɢ ꞇ        e ꝺ           ıꝺꝛkom  ꝺ    ꝺ ví    
2.  ı   þ  ꞇꞇ    ꝛ e  æ ꝛ     .            ı ı  ꞇ þer vıꞇ ꞇ ȷ ꞇı        ꝺı     ı ꝛ e  
3. v n gu rn    ȷ        hælgo   ı ríu moꝺ ꝛ   ll  guꝺ     e      /       rom 
4. ꝛællrum     ꞇꞇ  æ kom nꝺ  ꞇ lo h lp r h      ᷎ e rı    ı         e ȷ ᴏ lo     r  ȷ 
5. ꝺ e  ,  ve bᷓerghe e  , mꝫ le e      þ  em  ᷎eı   ᷎  
6.         ı , e ȷ e  ꝺ       þæ      ꝺı Þ  æ     ᷎   æ     ꞇı   
7.  æ ꝺꝛ        ı  e    e  ᷎      ꝺ      ȷ ɴoꝛeghí eı   þ e  lu 
8. e  ᷎      ꝛ ꞇ æ ꝛ   ıꞇ ꞇ ꝝ    ꝫ        ꝛ  m , ᴇro þe k᷎í   ꞇı   ꝺ  
9. e      æ  ı    æ ı ꝛk ꝛk , ꝛ , ,  
10. uðꝛ  ꞇe ꝺ     ꝺ e    ꝺ      ı    ꝫ  ı      e   ꞇı     e 
11.    ı  ꞇı     ꞇ æ     ꞇı     ꞇ æ ꝺ     þ      ꝺ eg e hu e hur r  æ ꝛ ꞇı    ꝺ r 
12.  er þꞇꞇ  ꞇ  ı ꝺꝛ ꝛ ꞇ ꝝ ı     ı  æ ꝛ    e ɴ  e  þꞇ ger 
13.  ı ı e e         ꝛ  broꞇe eı     e e  ꝛ   ꞇ  
14.              ꞇ vloghle kolo       e , mꝫ 
15.          ꝛ   broꞇe , Sk þꞇꞇ   ꞇı   e          e  ꞇı    ,  
16. beꞇƶ e e ꞇꞇ    ꝛ  ȷ e   o ꝺ  
17.   e ʀ e       ı u ᷓ nꝺum ᴘ     ʀıꞇ ꝺe 
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DN I 266 – 23.04.1340 – Oslo - Páll Styrkársson 
 
 
1. M gnu ꝫ   ꝺ  ı    ɴ ꝛ       ɢ ꞇ               þ  
2. ꞇꞇ    ꝛ     æ ꝛ     .  ı       ᴇ   ı   ꜳꞇ  
3.    ı  ᴄ         o               þeír em 
4.               ꝺ   ᴇ  þuí 
5. em þ ı   ı   ᴏ  þ   ıꝺ    þ         ı ı       
6.       ꞇ   ꞇ           þ  ꝛ  e em 
7.    ı  ꞇ ᴏ  ı ꝺ                  þ     æ ꝛ 
8. ꝺ    ꝛn  
9.              þ ı    ɴ ꝛu 
10.  æ ꝺꝛ        ı ı  ꞇꞇ   
11.   ꝛ ȷ. ᴏ          ꞇꞇ  æ  ᴘ            ʀ  

























Charter Date Writer 
[dale]nom a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
gud-[brande] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
hall-[uarðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
hall-[uarde] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
marie a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
sannre a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
sig-[huate] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
kiærðe æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
sætir æ i æ: i L H F F LONG 2 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
[ællif]ta æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
sælldi æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
erom e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
fir(ir)-[næfdom] æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
til-[stæfndom] æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
[stæfnu]-dagh æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
retto e o e: o M M F B LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
æighi æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
æighi æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
æigi æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
æigi æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
eighi ei i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
arn-[birni] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
jn-[uirdi]-leghast i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
vilir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
millu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
o-[bliðu] i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
møsso ø o ø o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
brefua-[brote] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
loðne o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
dømer ø e ø: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
bonðe o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
profer o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
[joronn](ar) o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
bioðom o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
bioðom o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
biodom o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
læir-[olom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
[log-le]gha o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
nokot o o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
loghu(m) o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
Ake a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
huarom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
nattom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
guði u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
þurfi u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
fullu u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
[skylld-u]ghir y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
jn-si[glade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
da[lenom] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
                                                 
19
 G1/2 = First/Second Graphs; P1/2 = First/Second Phones; VH1/2 = First/Second Vowel Heights; VB1/2 = 
First/Second Vowel Backnesses; VQ = First Vowel Quantity; VH = Vowel Harmonic Correspondence (1 = 
harmonic, 2 = dissimilar), σ# = First Vowel Stress (1 = Stressed, 2 = Unstressed) 
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jn-uir[di-le]ghast i e i e H M F F SHORT 2 2 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
hia-
u(e[r)andom] 
a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
skyll[d-ughir] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 2 II 100 11.09.1809 Þorgeirr 
drottens-[dagen] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
[Erchi]-p(re)st e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
hæfuir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
stad-[fæstir] æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
Tuns-[bærghi] æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
kyndills-[messo] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
stað-[fæstom] æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
þesso e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
þesso e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
huærium æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
br(e)fue (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
br(e)fue (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
brefue e e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
brefue e e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
jn-[sigli] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
[siku]-landum i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
jn-[siglum] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
millum i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
sinu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
sliku i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
opet o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
[drottens]-dagen o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
fir(ir)-[bioðom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
[log-le]gha o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
logh-leg(e)r o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
siku-[landum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
ake a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
saom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
vaaro aa o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
vaaro aa o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
[kyndills]-messo y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
syntist y i y: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
jn-si[glaðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 106 31.01.1811 Þorgeirr 
biarne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
gras-[garðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
man(n)e a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
[æuen]-legrar æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
Gefuet e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
al-[mæn(n)-
ingh] 
æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
al-[mæn(n)-
ingh] 
æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
al-[mæn(n)-
ingh] 
æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
festu(m) e u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
huæriu(m) æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
klærku(m) æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
[hæimo]-leghom æi o ei o H M F B LONG 2 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
vitir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
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vinu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
sinu(m) i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
brefua-[brote] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
kors-[brødrom] ø o ø: o M M F B LONG 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
fir(ir)-[bioðom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
hafu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
aakrom aa o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
varom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
[strumpu]-garð u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
fullu u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
skulu u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
jn-si[glaðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
æ[uen-le]grar e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 2 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
hæimo-[leghom] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
hæi[mo-le]ghom o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 2 II 108 08.03.1811 Þorgeirr 
[f(ri)als-le]gha a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[garde]no(m) a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
arfue a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
biarne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
jarðer a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
ma(n)ne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
man(n)e a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vit-[tale] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vit-[tale] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[æfuen]-legar æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
gæfuem æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[auðu]nar-ruði au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[auðu]nar-son au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
gefuet e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
gefuet e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
leghet e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
s(urku)-[nese] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
þerse e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[ræfs-ing]ium æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
birki-[flætj] æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
engi e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
he(n)ni e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
henni e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
mat-lausa-
[grænj] 
æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
tækit æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
þessom e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
huæriu(m) æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
huærium æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
ag-[næisi] æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
agh-[næisi] æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
æigu æi u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[birki]-flætj i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
lifuir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vitir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
þridi i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
giptum i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
nørdre ø e ø e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
niðr-[komen] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
skil-[orðe] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
forno o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
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haf-[þore] o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
haf-[þore] o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
kon(on)g-
[domen] 
o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
kon(on)g-
[domen] 
o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
dottor o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
dottor o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
f(irir)-[bioðom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
sol-[øyiu(m)] øy u ø
y 
u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[log-le]gan o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[log-le]ghom o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
log-leg(r) o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
hafu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
hafum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
hafum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
laðu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
ol-[stadum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
þriuk-[staðum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
nattom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
auðunar-[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
eind-riða-[rudi] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
smiðz-[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
fiughur u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
fiughur u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
skulu u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[lunn-yn]dom u y u y H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
nyiu y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
jn-si[glaðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
æ[fuen-le]gar e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 2 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
gar[deno(m)] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
log-[leghom] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
ræf[s-ingium] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 2 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
lun[n-yndom] y o y o H M F B SHORT 2 2 I 132 09.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
maghe a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
saker a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
sannre a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[æfuen]-legrar æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
gefuet e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[ærf-ing]ia æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[ærf-ing]ium æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
huærium æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
ræiði æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vitir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
sinom i o i: o H M F B LONG 2 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[fosse]nom o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[nocko]rom o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
haf-[þore] o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[þiono]stu o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
fir(ir)-[biodom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
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[log-le]ghom o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
hanom a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
hafum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
hafum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[aren]nar a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
nattom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
vaarom aa o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
syni y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
[lyck(i)u(n)]ni y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
jn-si[glade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
æ[fuen-le]grar e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 2 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
fos[senom] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
log-[leghom] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
ær[f-ingium] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 2 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
noc[korom] o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 2 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
þio[nostu] o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 2 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
lyc[k(i)u(n)ni] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 2 III 97 13.01.1812 Þorgeirr 
Biarne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
fare a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
ma(n)ne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
mana-[dagen] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
bæðe æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
[auðu]nar au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
[auðu]nar au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
[auðu]nar au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
hæfuir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
længi æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
messo e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
stað-[fæstom] æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
þerso e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
þerso e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
þersom e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
br(e)fue (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
brefe e e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
brefe e e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
græinu(m) æi u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
[jngi]-biorgh i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
[jngi]-biorghar i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
dirfuizst i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
[tigh-und]ar i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
jn-[siglum] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
millu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
boðe o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
loðens o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
opet o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
forno o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
dome o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
mote o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
Nidar-[ose] o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
bioðom o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
paals-[dottor] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
[iorðe]na o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
log-legr o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
loghu(m) o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
saom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
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Charter Date Writer 
vaaro aa o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
varo(m) a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
fylgir y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
lyngi y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
syntist y i y: i H H F F LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
syslu y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
in-si[glade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
vi[tande] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 V 58 19.03.1813 Þorgeirr 
[garðe]no(m) a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
biarne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
f(irir)-[sagðer] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
halldest a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
mana-[daghen] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
suare a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[æuen]-lega æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
a-[kærslo] æ o æ: o L M F B LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
auðun(ar) au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
auðun(ar) au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
stað-[fæstom] æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
þerso e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
brefue e e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
brefue e e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
æin(n)i æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[jngi]-biorgar i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
jn-[siglum] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
millum i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
odals-[brigðum] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
boðe o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
lodens o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
opet o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
søke ø e ø: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
bioðom o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
paals-[dottor] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
log-leg(r) o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
halfu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
saom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
vaaro aa o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[tuttu]ghu u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
paalm-[sun(n)u] u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
fylghir y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
lyngi y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
lyngi y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
syntist y i y: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
jn-si[glaðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
wi[tande] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
æ[uen-le]ga e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 2 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
gar[ðeno(m)] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
tut[tughu] u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 2 II 117 09.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[garde]no(m) a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
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biarne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
hall-[uarde] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
halle a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[æuen]-legra æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
brynia-[sætre] æ e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
mæ[t]er | 
*mæler 
æ e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
meger e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[mærk-ing]ar æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
længi æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
niðr-[sætir] æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
postola-[messo] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
brefom e o e: o M M F B LONG 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
stæini æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
þor-[stæini] æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[ingi]-biorgo i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
fin(n)i i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
skiptir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
vilir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[sigur]di i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
boret o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
suoret o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[posto]la-messo o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
þore o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
pals-[dottor] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
ingi-[biorgo] o o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[agh-mun]di a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
adru a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
stickla-
[stadu(m)] 
a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
nattom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
agh-[mu(n)di] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
gudi u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
lyngi y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
lyngi y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
syni y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
syni y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
gu(n)[nare] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
j[ware] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
jn-si[glaðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
vi[tande] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
æ[uen-le]gra e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 2 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
gar[deno(m)] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
si[gurdi] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 2 I 137 16.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[marie]-k(ir)kiu a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
hafðe a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
laugar-[dagen] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
gerer e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
hende e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
rentom e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
letom e o e: o M M F B LONG 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
marie-[k(ir)kiu] (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
paska-[viku] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
kors-[brødrom] ø o ø: o M M F B LONG 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[adru]-uis a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
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faer a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
afusu u u u: u H H B B LONG 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
[mykil]la y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
gyrdi y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
vi[tande] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 118 21.04.1813 Þorgeirr 
biarne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
farer a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
kaller a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
soknar-[dale] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
taker a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
tyrs-[dagen] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
karls-[hafði] a i a i L H B F SHORT 2 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
bæðe æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
[auðu]n(ar) au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
[auðu]ni au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
Erl-[ænde] æ e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
till-[stæfndom] æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
bæiddist æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
flæiri æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
[jngi]-ridar i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
skilldi i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
skipti i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
skiptir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
vilir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
millu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
millu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
slindum i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
viku i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
kono o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
[log-le]ga o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
fastu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
halfu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
halfu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
huale a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
huale a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
[huaro(m)]-
tuæggia 
a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
gudi u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
tuftir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
tuftu(m) u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
husu(m) u u u: u H H B B LONG 1 1 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
an[nare] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
jn-si[glade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
kaup-[angre] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
hia-
u(e[r)ando(m)] 
a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
au[ðuni] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 2 VI 83 05.03.1814 Þorgeirr 
hamre a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
man(n)e a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
stað-[fæstir] æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
ero e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
mariu-[messo] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
stad-[fæstom] æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
þerso e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
huæriu(m) æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
stað-[fæstu] æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
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br(e)fe (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
br(e)fe (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
br(e)fe (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
br(e)fet (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
æiði æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
hæitir æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
jn-[sigli] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
millim i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
[sig-ur]ðar i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
jn-[siglum] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
k(ir)kiu (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
sinu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
sliku i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
open o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
mote o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
fir(ir)-[biodom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
[log-le]gha o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
log-leg(e)r o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
[mariu]-messo a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
guð-brandz-
[dalum] 
a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
hafuð a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
[amon]da a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
saom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
syntizst y i y: i H H F F LONG 1 1 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
jn-si[glaðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 XXI 19 14.08.1817 Þorgeirr 
[garðe]no(m) a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
barkar-[dale] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
doszo-[dale] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
halse a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
hama-[dale] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
hamre a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
jarðer a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
kafla-[dale] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
langa-[kiærre] æ e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
langa-[kiærre] æ e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
laugar-[dagen] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
mus-[angre] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
tun-[hamre] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
sm(ær)e æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[hauge]no(m) au e au e H M B F LONG 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
auðni au i au i H H B F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
gul-[laugu(m)] au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
gul-[laugu(m)] au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
bok-[nese] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
sota-[nese] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[ælli]fu æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[ælli]fu-tigi æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[lændi]-stoð æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
gefuit e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
hefuit e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
staura-[bærgi] æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
ækro æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
andres -[messo] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
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brecko e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
sol-[brecko] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
þersom e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
stæikara-
[suæini] 
æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[læigu]-burð æi u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
æinu(m) æi u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
væisu æi u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[fiski]-bæck i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
ællifu-[tigi] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
lidnir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
vitið i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[ingu]- ruði i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[ingu]-ruði i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
hinu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
suiðu i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
viliu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
viliu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
ran-[riki] i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
ran-[riki] i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
ran-[riki] i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
niu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
niu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
niu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
tiu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
tiu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
tiu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
tiu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
tiu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
tiu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
tiu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
tiu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
tiu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
finna-[þorpe] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
skil-[orðe] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
þorpe o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
þorpe o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
þu(m)fnar-
[þorpe] 
o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[koto]-ruði o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[stofo(n)]ne o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[stofuo(n)]ne o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
gler-[borgom] o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
klofuo o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
kors-[brøðrom] ø o ø: o M M F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[þores]- ruði o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
gatu-[rioðre] o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
geita -[rioðre] o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
fiorom o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
moðor o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[øyði]-bø øy i ø
y 
i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[øyði]-bø øy i ø
y 
i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[gatu]-rioðre a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
brua-[landu(m)] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
faður a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
hafu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
hafum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
jardum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
kiarru(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
loðna- æ u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
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[kiæppu(m)] 
sialfu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
vp-[salu(m)] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[asto]- ruði a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[asto]-ruði a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[salo]-hialpar a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
aust-[malom] a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
dyaknom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
ægils-[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
asto -[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
asto-[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
bægils-[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
guði u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
ingu -[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
ingu-[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
koto-[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
ruði u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
skin(n)ils-[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
stubba-[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
vælz-[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
vælz-[rudi] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
þores -[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
þu(m)fna -[ruði] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[fiugu]ra u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[fiugu]ra u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[furu]-þuæit u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
fiugur u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
skulu(m) u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
tuns-b(er)gs-
[husi] 
u i u: i H H B F LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
giælo-[buðu(m)] u u u: u H H B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
kana-[buðu(m)] u u u: u H H B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
mið-[buðu(m)] u u u: u H H B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
ytzstu-[buðu(m)] u u u: u H H B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
þufu u u u: u H H B B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[þyri]-bø y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
vyrd-ingh y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[tyttu]gu y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
lifu -[mylnu] y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
lyckiu y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
seaar -[yxnu(m)] y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
borgar -[syslu] y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
elfwar -[syslu] y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
an[nare] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
an[nare] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
jn-si[glaðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
gar[ðeno(m)] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
hau[geno(m)] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
æl[lifu] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 2 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
æl[lifu]-tigi i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 2 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
sto[fo(n)ne] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 2 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
sto[fuo(n)ne] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 2 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
profua[stano(m)] a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
tyt[tugu] u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 2 III 110 03.12.1817 Þorgeirr 
[staðe]nom a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
aðrer a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
aller a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
giallde a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
hafe a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
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hallde a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
hallde a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ma(n)gne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ma(n)ne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
suare a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
take a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
var-ningh a i a i L H B F SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
bæðe æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
lærðer æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
æm-[bættis] æ i æ: i L H F F LONG 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
lærðom æ o æ: o L M F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
kaupi au i au i H H B F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
gere e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[æll-i]g(ar) æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[næ(m)f-
ning]um 
æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[pæn-ing]i æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[sæt-ning]ar æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
gefuit e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
læggi æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
sægir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
sam-[hælldi] æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
vt-[lændzskir] æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
engom e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
engom e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ero e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ero e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
f(irir)-
[næ(m)fndom] 
æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
gefuom e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
in-[lændzskom] æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
in-[lændzskom] æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
margrettar-
[messo] 
e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
megho e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
stæ(m)fno æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
vt-[lændzskom] æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
vt-[lændzskom] æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
bæstu æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
hu(ær)ium (æ) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
huæriu(m) æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
læiðang(r)s-
[færðum] 
æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
br(e)fuom (e) o e: o M M F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
teðo e o e: o M M F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[rett-yn]da e y e: y M H F F LONG 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
æigi æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
eigi ei i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
flæiri æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
flæiri æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
mæiri æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
æigu æi u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
læiku(m) æi u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
væizslu æi u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[fimte]na i e i e H M F F SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
dicti i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ifuir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
viti i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
vm-[skipti] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[lið-u]gir i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[v(ir)ðu]-legra (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
viliu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
viliu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
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þriði-ungh i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
sinu(m) i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
sliku i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
sliku i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
slikum i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
forne o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ful-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
full-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
full-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
kostner o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
lofue o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
nockot o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
nokor o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
nokor o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
nokorn o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
nokors o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ør-[togom] o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
vt-[boðom] o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
børen ø e ø: e M M F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
fører ø e ø: e M M F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
fører ø e ø: e M M F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
bønom ø o ø: o M M F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
bønom ø o ø: o M M F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
mote o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[moðor]-faður o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
bioðom o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
bioðom o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
bioðom o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
f(irir)-[bioðom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
f(irir)-[bioðom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
fir(ir)-[bioðom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
tøighimzst øi i ø
y 
i H H F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
allu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
allu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
allu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
garðum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
garðum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
hafu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
hofðu o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
lagum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
marku(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
moðor-[faður] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ollu o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ollum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
orda-[lagu(m)] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
sialfum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
vt-[solu] o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
raaðom aa o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
varom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
skulu u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
skulu u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
skulu u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
skulu u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
mykit y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[skyld-u]gir y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
a-[hyggiu] y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[ymi]sar y i y: i H H F F LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
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[syslu]-maðr y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[syslu]-maðr y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[syslu]-maðr y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[syslu]-maðr y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[syslu]-mandz y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
sta[ðarens] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
sta[ðarens] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
sta[ðarens] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ti[ma-le]gha a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
sta[ðenom] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
pæn-[ingi] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
næ(m)f-
[ningum] 
i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
hia-
u(e[r)anðom] 
a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
læi[ð-angrom] a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ma[naðom] a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
ma[naðom] a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
vat[taðo] a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
v(ir)[ðu-le]gra u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
li[ð-ugir] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
skyl[d-ugir] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 2 VII 91 19.07.1820 Þorgeirr 
[marie]-møsso a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
and-leg(r) a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
fader a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
sannre a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
suare a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
vmbods-[manne] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
[sann-yn]da a y a y L H B F SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
drotz-[sete] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
frelse e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
nor-[ege] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
sender e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
gæfuit æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
hæfuir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
setti e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
ero e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
retto e o e: o M M F B LONG 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
[rett-yn]di e y e: y M H F F LONG 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
[rett-yn]dum e y e: y M H F F LONG 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
[vitnis]-burdar i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
in-[sigli] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
in-[sigli] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
van-[u(ir)dir] (i) i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
[v(ir)du]-leg(r) (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
krist-[k(ir)kiu] (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
[ni-und]a i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
v-[blidu] i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
marie-[møsso] ø o ø o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
nokor(um) o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
er-[toghum] o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
biodum o u o: u M H B B LONG 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
sal-[øyium] øy u ø
y 
u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
[all-ung]is a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
forum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
loghum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
morkum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
øystra-[dalnum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
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sealfuu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
vpp-[landum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
aare aa e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
raade aa e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
vaare aa e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
vaaro aa o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
vaaro aa o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
kunnir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
[ymi]sir y i y: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
in-si[glade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
kæ[razste] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
ri[tade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
ski[paðer] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
vi[tande] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
y[misir] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 2 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
v(ir)[du-leg(r)] u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
all-[ungis] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 2 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
ret[t-yndi] y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 2 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
ret[t-yndum] y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 2 II 164 14.08.1828 Páll 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
sanre a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
hædens æ e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
sender e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
[m(er)kis]-manz (e/æ
) 
i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
mællim æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
stad-[festir] e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
ero e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
ero e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
hu(er)ium (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
stad-[festum] e u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
br(e)fue (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
einni ei i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
greinu(m) ei u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
in-[sigli] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
in-[sigli] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
in-[u(ir)di]-lega (i) i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
v-[brighdi]-lega i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
Paska-[uiku] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
sinu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
sinu(m) i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
sliku i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
v-[blidu] i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
a-[komner] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
ful-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
røk-[hollte] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
f(irir)-[biodum] o u o: u M H B B LONG 2 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
[logh-le]ga o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
h(a)lfuu (a) u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
ifu(ir)-[lasum] a u ɔ: u L H B B LONG 2 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
or-[skurdi] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
or-[skurdi] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
an[nare] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
in-si[glade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
ri[tade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
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in-u(ir)[di-le]ga i e i e H M F F SHORT 2 2 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
v-brigh[di-le]ga i e i e H M F F SHORT 2 2 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
sko[dadum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 I 217 24.04.1832 Páll 
frealse a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
sanre a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
ar-[lenges] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
Nor-[ege] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
sender e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
hu(er)ium (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
þrond-[heimi] ei i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
a-[min-ing](ar) i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
lifdi i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
vitir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
[v(ir)du]-leg(r) (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
k(ir)kiu (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
k(ir)kiu (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
v-[blidu] i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
ful-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
fordom o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
nokor(um) o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
[þiono]stu-
mo(nnu)m 
o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
hafdu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
hafuu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
raðe a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
fir(ir)-
bio[dande] 
a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
heil-[agre] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
heil-[agre] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
in-si[glaðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
þio[nostu]-
mo(nnu)m 
o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 2 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
v(ir)[du-leg(r)] u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 III 166 27.12.1832 Páll 
aller a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
f(irir)-[sagdre] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
for-[manne] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
for-[manne] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
frealses a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
frealses a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
giærn-[sam-
le]ga 
a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
modor-[fader] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
h(e)nne (e) e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
Nor-[ege] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
senðer e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
f(irir)-[segir] e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
gæfuit æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
ca[p(e)llo] (e) o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
klærkom æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
p(re)stom (e) o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
stad-[festom] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
hu(er)ium (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
[br(e)fuo]nu(m) (e) o e: o M M F B LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
greinu(m) ei u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
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a-[min-ing](ar) i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
in-[u(ir)di]-lega (i) i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
viti i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
[tigh-un]dar i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
[v(ir)du]-leg(r) (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
mariu-[k(ir)kiu] (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
mariu-[k(ir)kiu] (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
vinu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
sinu(m) i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
sinu(m) i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
v-[blidu] i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
ful-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
ful-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
ful-[komre] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
fot-[sporom] o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
nokor(um) o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
[modor]-fader o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
[þiono]stu-
mo(nnu)m 
o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
[mariu]-k(ir)kiu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
[mariu]-k(ir)kiu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
annur a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
sealfuu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
vaare aa e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
ifu(ir)-[laasom] aa o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
endr-[nyum] y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
fir(ir)-
bio[danðe] 
a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
heil-[ag(r)e] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
heil-[ag(r)e] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
in-si[glaðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
kæ[razste] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
in-u(ir)[di-le]ga i e i e H M F F SHORT 2 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
br(e)[fuonu(m)] o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
þio[nostu]-
mo(nnu)m 
o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
ve[random] a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
sko[dadum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
vidr-
ko[mandum] 
a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
v(ir)[du-leg(r)] u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 II 198 30.12.1832 Páll 
hafue a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
kærðo æ o æ: o L M F B LONG 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
senðer e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
ca[p(e)llo] (e) o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
ca[p(e)llo] (e) o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
hu(er)ium (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
retto e o e: o M M F B LONG 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
eigi ei i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
ser-[deilis] ei i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
a-[min-ing](ar) i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
vilir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
[k(ir)kiu]nar (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
[k(ir)kiu]ni (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
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[v(ir)du]-leg(r) (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
hinu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
k(ir)kiu (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
k(ir)kiu (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
kyndils-[møsso] ø o ø o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
ful-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
ful-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
vpp-[boret] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
fordom o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
nokor o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
nokot o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
ør-[toghum] o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
vm-[boðum] o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
profast-[døme] ø e ø: e M M F F LONG 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
Nidar-[ose] o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
biodum o u o: u M H B B LONG 2 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
fir(ir)-[biodum] o u o: u M H B B LONG 2 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
annur a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
morkum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
raðe a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
[kyndils]-møsso y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
[ymi]sir y i y: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
in-si[glaðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
y[misir] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 2 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
v(ir)[du-leg(r)] u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
k(ir)[kiuni] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 2 I 221 29.01.1833 Páll 
[rang-le]ga a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
hamre a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
hamre a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
marger a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
san(n)re a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
senðer e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
tækit æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
tuns-[b(er)ghi] (e) i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
verdi e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
þessir e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
h(uer)ium (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
[br(e)fue]no (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
a-[min-ing(r)] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
[v(ir)du]-leg(r) (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
[v(ir)du]-leghum (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
hinu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
in-[siglum] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
skil-[riki] i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
skil-[riki] i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
v-[blidu] i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
møsso ø o ø o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
nokor(um) o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
fordum o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
goðer o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
mote o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
profue o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
fir(ir)-
[biodu(m)] 
o u o: u M H B B LONG 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
[ogh-mundr]- o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
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s(on) 
a-[tolur] o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
f(irir)-[saghðu] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
morkum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
sealfuu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
varo(m) a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
[ymi]sir y i y: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
ein[kan-leg]a a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
in-si[glaðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
nio[tande] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
vatt[ande] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
br(e)[fueno] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
v(ir)du-[leghum] e u e u M H F B SHORT 2 2 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
y[misir] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 2 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
hia-
u(e[r)andom] 
a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
v(ir)[du-le]ghum u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
v(ir)[du-leg(r)] u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 II 205 01.05.1834 Páll 
[and-le]ghum a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
[and-le]ghum a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
iæmta-[lanðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
iærðer æ e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
senðer e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
[ræfs-ing]um æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
tækit æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
ero e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
f(irir)-[næmðo] æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 





e u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
hu(er)ium (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
full-[rette] e e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
reidi ei i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
greinu(m) ei u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
[fiski]-uothn i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
laxa-[fiski] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
v-[brighdi]-lega i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
vilir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 16.06.1835 Páll 
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3148 
[tigh-un]ðar i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
[v(ir)ðu]-leghum (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 





(i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
sinu(m) i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
ful-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
[nokor](ar) o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
[nokor](um?) o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
afu(ar)-[kostum] o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
er-[toghum] o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
goðze o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
biodum o u o: u M H B B LONG 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
[logh-le]ga o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
a-[gangur] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
Botolfs-[waku] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
hafuu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
hordum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
loghum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
morkum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
sannu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
sealfuu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
vp-[salum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
aare aa e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
later a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
vin-[atto] a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
varum a u ɔ: u L H B B LONG 2 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
luti u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 16.06.1835 Páll 
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3148 
lutir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
styrkir y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 





y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 





a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
heil-[agre] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
heil-[agre] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
niot[anðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
niot[anðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
sc(ri)[fwaðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
and-[leghum] e u e u M H F B SHORT 2 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
v(ir)ðu-[leghum] e u e u M H F B SHORT 2 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
v(ir)ðu-[leghum] e u e u M H F B SHORT 2 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
v-brigh[di-le]ga i e i e H M F F SHORT 2 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 










u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
v(ir)[ðu-le]ghum u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
ra[wundum] u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 2 DS IV 
3148 
16.06.1835 Páll 
aller a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
hafuezst a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
modor-[fader] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
na(m)fne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
saker a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
[æfuen]-leg(ra)r æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
[æfuen]-lega æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
for-[ræðes] æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
smærre æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
giæfuer æ e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
senðer e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
gerdi e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
tuns-[berghi] e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
engo e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
stad-[festo] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
þesso e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
þesso e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
g(er)um (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
gæfium æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
hu(er)ium (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
stad-[festum] e u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
tuennu(m) e u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
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br(e)fue (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
br(e)fue (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
berg-[heimi] ei i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
a-[minn-ing](ar) i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
viti i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
[k(ir)k(i)u]ni (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
[k(ir)k(i)un]nar (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
[k(ir)k(i)un]ni (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
mariu-[k(ir)kiu] (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
vinu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
sinu(m) i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
sinu(m) i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
møsso ø o ø o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
ful-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
nokor o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
nokor(um) o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
er-[toghum] o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
større ø e ø: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
mote o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
[modor]-fader o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
van-[gøymslu] øy u ø
y 
u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
[mariu]-k(ir)kiu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
[valld-u]gum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
kallum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
morkum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
sealfuu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
[salo]-hialpar a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
gudi u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
[vyrdu]-leg(r) y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
nyiu y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
Ein[kan-le]ga a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
fir(ir)-
bio[danðe] 
a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
kæ[razste] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
ski[paðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
æ[fuen-le]g(ra)r e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
æ[fuen-le]ga e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
æft(ir)-
ko[mandum] 
a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
heil-[aghum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
heil-[aghum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
hia-
u(e[r)andum] 
a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
v(e[r)andum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
vidr-
ko[mandum] 
a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
vyr[du-leg(r)] u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
k(ir)[k(i)uni] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
k(ir)[k(i)unni] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
vall[d-ugum] u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 2 II 214 25.09.1835 Páll 
[marie]-møsso a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
aller a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
for-[manne] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
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loma-[dale] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
marghrett(ar)-
[dale] 
a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
sanre a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
stad-[fast(r)e] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
[sand-ung]a a u a u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
[þarfw-yn]da a y a y L H B F SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
aðr-[næmðre] æ e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
sender e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
al-[m(enn)-ingh] (e) i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
al-[men(n)-ing]a e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
al-[men(n)-ingh] e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
enda-[m(er)ki] (e) i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
gæfuit æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
mællim æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
Nor-[eghi] e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
ca[p(e)llo] (e) o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
ero e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
hælgo æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
for-[ællrum] æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
g(er)um (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
gæfuu(m) æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
hu(er)ium (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
læggiu(m) æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
retto(m) e o e: o M M F B LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
Berg-[heimi] ei i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
al-[eigu]-malum ei u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
eigu(m) ei u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
eigu(m) ei u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
þægn-[g(i)lldi] (i) i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
[k(ir)k(i)u]nar (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
[k(ir)k(i)u]ni (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
[tigh-un]dar i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
k(ir)kiu (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
mariu-[k(ir)kiu] (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
mariu-[k(ir)kiu] (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
mariu-[k(ir)kiu] (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
viliu(m) i i i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
vinu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
sinu(m) i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
v-[blidu] i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
marie-[møsso] ø o ø o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
br(e)fua-[brote] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
br(e)fua-[brote] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
ful-[kom-leg]a o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
ofne o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
[nokor](um) o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
skolo o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
komu(m) o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
dome o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
kon(on)g-
[domren(n)] 
o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
mote o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
modor o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
sakar-[øyri] øy i ø
y 
i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
v-[løyfuis] øy i ø
y 
i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
v-[logh-le]ga o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
votnen o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
[mariu]-k(ir)kiu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
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[mariu]-k(ir)kiu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
[mariu]-k(ir)kiu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
annur a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
f(irir)-[saghdum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
hafuu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
hafuu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
loghum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
mariu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
sealfuu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
sealfuu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
stad-ught a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
til-[loghu] o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
rade a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
salo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
varo(m) a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
varom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
al-eigu-[malum] a u ɔ: u L H B B LONG 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
vppi u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
vunnit u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
fullu u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
fullu u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
[dynien]da y e y e H M F F SHORT 2 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
vyrd-ingh y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
syslu y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
syslu y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
f(irir)-
bio[dande] 
a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
leid-[angre] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
ri[tade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
æft(er)-
ko[mandu(m)] 
a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
hia-
u(e[r)andum] 
a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
ve[randum] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
vidr-
ko[mandu(m)] 
a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 2 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
k(ir)[k(i)uni] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 2 I 241 08.09.1836 Páll 
alldre a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
aller a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
frealse a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
f(irir)-[næmdre] æ e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
sender e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
vt-[lendsker] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
Erll-ing(r) e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
gæfuit æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
gæfuit æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
ca[p(e)llo] (e) o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
[ret-le]ga e e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
eigu ei u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
viti i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
[lid-u]ga i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
mariu-[k(ir)kiu] (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
mariu-[k(ir)kiu] (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
vidu i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
vidu i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
vidu i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
viliu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
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rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
sliku i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
nokor(um) o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
nokorn o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
profast-
[dømes]sens 
ø e ø: e M M F F LONG 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
profast-
[dømes]sens 
ø e ø: e M M F F LONG 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
fir(ir)-[biodum] o u o: u M H B B LONG 2 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
[mariu]-k(ir)kiu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
[mariu]-k(ir)kiu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
adru a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
hafuu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
mannu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
aare aa e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
Pasker a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
vaare aa e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
natto(m) a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
[tuttugh]ta u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
syslu y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
syslu y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
in-si[glade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
pro[fastens] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
ri[tade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
profast-
dø[messens] 
e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 2 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
profast-
dø[messens] 
e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 2 I 266 23.04.1840 Páll 
[dag-le]go a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
log-[manne] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
engin e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
huaro(m)-
[tueggi] 
e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
længi æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
tekit e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
tolf-[sælld-ing]i æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
mellom e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
þesso e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
fyr-[næf(n)du] æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
stæfmu æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
[br(e)fue]no (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
br(e)fue (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
br(e)fue (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
stæini æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
[jngi]-biorgo i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
hinni i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
jn-[sigli] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
jn-[siglum] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
k(ir)kiu (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
viliu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
skil-[rikir] i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
swya-[riki] i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
skoder o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
h(er)-
[toghin](n)i 
o i o i M H B F SHORT 2 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
profue o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
profue o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
þores o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
biodom o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
log-legr o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
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jngi-[biorgo] o o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
sialfuu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
latet a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
pasker a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
rade a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
v(a)re (a) e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
[huaro(m)]-
tueggi 
a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
ifu(ir)-[lasom] a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
nattom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
gudi u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
naust-[tuptir] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
j[ware] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
kæ[razste] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
ri[tade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
ve[rande] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
br(e)[fueno] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
da[g-lego] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
h(er)-
to[ghin(n)i] 
i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 2 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
tolf-sæll[d-ingi] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 2 I 166 18.04.1822 Ívarr 
[rang-le]gar a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
modor-[fader] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
sanre a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
drotz-[sete] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
gefuet e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
erll-ing(r) e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
hefuir e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
sætti æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
messo e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
þesso e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
hu(er)ium (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
stad-[fæstum] æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
[br(e)fue]no (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
br(e)fue (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
græinum æi u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
[vitnis]-burd{a}r i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
a-[minn-ing]ar i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
in-[sigli] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
in-[sigli] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
k(ir)kiu (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
slikri i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
sinum i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
v-[blidu] i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
ful-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
orde o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
[noko]rom o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
[nokor](ar) o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
koors-[brødrom] ø o ø: o M M F B LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
[modor]-fader o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
f(irir)-[biodom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
af-[log-le]ga o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
allu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
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allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
sialfuu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
nattom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
saom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
[v(yr)du]-leg(r) (y) u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
kæ[razste] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
ri[tade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
var[nade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
br(e)[fueno] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
no[korom] o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 2 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
v(yr)[du-leg(r)] u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 III 139 05.03.1825 Ívarr 
[rang-le]gar a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
jæmta-[lande] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
jæmta-[lande] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
logh-[manne] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
syslu-[manne] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
vm-bodes-
[manne] 
a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
vm-bodes-
[manne] 
a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
vm-bodes-
[manne] 
a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
nestom e o æ: o L M F B LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
drotz-[sete] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
Nor-[ege] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
[erll-ing]i e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
æptir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
erll-ingr e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
fyr-[næfndi] æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
setti e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
mar-gretto-
[messo] 
e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
ængu æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
tede e e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
mar-[gretto]-
messo 
e o e: o M M F B LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
[rett-yndum] e y e: y M H F F LONG 2 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
hal-[stæini] æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
æigu æi u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
[vitnis]-burð{a}r i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
finnir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
fiski i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
fiski i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
in-[sigli] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
in-[sigli] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
vilir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
sinu(m) i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
ful-[komet] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
vm-[bodes]-
manne 
o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
vm-[bodes]-
manne 
o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
vm-[bodes]-
manne 
o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
mote o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
mote o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
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godom o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
[sea-und]a a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
loghum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
loghum o u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
vp-[salu(m)] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
[male]no a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
varom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
varom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
gud-[mundi] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
gudi u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
[gud-mun]di u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
bagha-[huusi] u i u: i H H B F LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
[vyrdu]-leg(r) (y) u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
in-[u(yr)du]-
legazst 
(y) u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
[ymi]sir y i y: i H H F F LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
[syslu]-manne y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
kæ[razste] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
ri[tade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
ma[leno] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
erl[l-ingi] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 2 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
y[misir] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 2 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
hia-
u(e[r)andom] 
a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
in-u(yr)[du-
le]gazst 
u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
vyr[du-leg(r)] u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
ret[t-yndum] y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 2 IV 168 17.07.1826 Ívarr 
hafuer a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
suarer a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
gud-[brandin] a i a i L H B F SHORT 2 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
gud-[brandins] a i a i L H B F SHORT 2 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
[audu]n(ar) au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
æptir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
sændir æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
Tuns-[bærgi] æ i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
messo e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
br(e)fue (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
retto e o e: o M M F B LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
eigi ei i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
þor-[birni] i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
tiu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
ful-[komet] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
komer o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
komer o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
vm-[bodes]-
mo(nnum) 
o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
[drottens]-
dagh(e)n 
o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
jone o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
þoro o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
[jorden]ne o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
maghom a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
sialfwm a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
[ader]-næfndan a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
atte a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
skulu u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
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fylgir y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
ri[tade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
si[dare] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
vi[tande] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
jor[denne] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 2 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
hia-
v(e[r)andom] 
a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 II 213 27.08.1835 Ívarr 
[marie]-k(ir)kiu a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
daghen a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
hand-[sale] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
[æfuen]-legrar æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
[audu]ni au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
[m(er)kis]-manz (e) i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
sendir e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
stad-[festir] e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
Tuns-[bergi] e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
ca[p(e)llu] (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
hu(ær)ium (æ) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
stad-[festum] e u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
br(e)fue (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
Halluardz-
[k(ir)kiu] 
(i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
in-[siglum] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
marie-[k(ir)kiu] (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
viliu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
viliu(m) i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
sinu i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
sliku i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
bode o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
ful-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
opet o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
nokor(um) o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
profuast-[dømet] ø e ø: e M M F F LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
dome o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
fir(ir)-[biodom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
[iorde]na o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
[jorde]na o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
logh-leg(r) o e ɔ e L M B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
[hafud]-øy a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
allu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
biarku a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
biarku a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
biarku a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
biarku a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
jacobs-[uaku] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
sealfuum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
[huarom]-tuægia a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
saom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
varo a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
varom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
kun(n)ict u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
[lun(n)-yn]di u y u y H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
[lun(n)-yn]dum u y u y H H B F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
syni y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
sam-[þyckiu(m)] y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
syntizst y i y: i H H F F LONG 1 1 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
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j[ware] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
ri[tade] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
æ[fuen-le]grar e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 2 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
hia-
u(e[r)anðom] 
a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
hia-
u(e[r)anðom] 
a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
sam-
þyc[kianðom] 
a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
ski[paðom] a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
au[duni] u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 2 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
lun[(n)-yndi] y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 2 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
lun[(n)-yndum] y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 2 II 132 26.07.1818 Hákon 
[marie]-k(ir)kiu a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
hafde a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
modor-[fader] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
odens[dagen] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
tyrs-[dagen] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
f(ri)d-[kaupum] au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
f(ri)d-[kaupum] au u au u H H B B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
gefuit e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
gefuit e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
gefuit e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
hefuir e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
segir e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
sendir e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
Tuns-[bergi] e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
Tuns-[bergi] e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
mæsso æ o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
stað-[festom] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
ca[p(e)llu] (e) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
hu(ær)iu (æ) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
hu(ær)ium (æ) u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
[br(e)fue]no (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
br(e)fue (e) e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
tede e e e: e M M F F LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
al-[eighu]-
malom 
ei u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
al-[eighu]-
malom 
ei u ei u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
viti i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
in-[siglum] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
marie-[k(ir)kiu] (i) u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
þegn-[gilldum] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
þegn-[gilldum] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
o-[blidu] i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
ful-[kom-le]ga o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
opet o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
opet o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
br(e)fua-
[brotom] 
o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
br(e)fua-
[brotom] 
o o o o M M B B SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
[odens]-dagen o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
[fiord-ong]en o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
[modor]-fader o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
[modor]-faður o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
fiord-ong o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
fir(ir)-[biodom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
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[Anun]ðar?? a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
mannum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
modor-[faður] a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
sealfum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
sealfuu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
pale a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
pale a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
al-eighu-
[malom] 
a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
al-eighu-
[malom] 
a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
saom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
saom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
vndir u i u i H H B F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
[fiughu]ra u u u u H H B B SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
fylgir y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
syni y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
[vyrdu]-legs y u y u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
Elfu(ar)-[syslu] y u y: u H H F B LONG 1 1 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
lot[nadezst] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
br(e)[fueno] e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 2 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
fior[d-ongen] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 2 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
hia-
u(e[r)andom] 
a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
vyr[du-legs] u e u e H M B F SHORT 2 2 I 161 09.04.1820 Hákon 
m(er)kis-
[manne] 
a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
mana-[dagen] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
manne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
vatne a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
[æfuen]-legrar æ e æ: e L M F F LONG 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
[hese]nes-øyium e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
valld[rese] e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
[erfu-ing]iu(m) e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
[erfu-ing]ium e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
[m(er)kis]-
manne 
(e) i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
gefuit e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
sendir e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
huærium æ u e u M H F B SHORT 2 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
hæitir æi i ei i H H F F LONG 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
vitir i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
o-[bliðu] i u i: u H H F B LONG 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
nokor(um) o o o o L M B B SHORT 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
[þiono]stu o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
fir(ir)-[biodom] o o o: o M M B B LONG 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
hesenes-[øyium] øy u ø
y 
u H H F B LONG 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
[vaku]-dagh a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
allum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
hafum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
hafum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
mannu(m) a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
sealfum a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
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Charter Date Writer 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
pale a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
vare a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
attom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
varom a o ɔ: o L M B B LONG 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
syni y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
æ[fuen-le]grar e e e e M M F F SHORT 1 2 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
er[fu-ingiu(m)] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 2 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
er[fu-ingium] i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 2 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
þio[nostu] o u o u M H B B SHORT 2 2 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
hia-
v(e[r)andom] 
a o ɔ o L M B B SHORT 1 2 X 14 04.08.1820 Hákon 
[f(rea)ls-le]ga (a) e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
[marie]-k(ir)kia a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
hafue a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
odens-[dagen] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
ekki e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
sendir e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
Tuns-[bergi] e i e i M H F F SHORT 2 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
settom e o e o M M F B SHORT 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
[vitnis]-burdar i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
vili i i i i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
vilium i u i u H H F B SHORT 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
rikis i i i: i H H F F LONG 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
Ha-[kone] o e o e M M B F SHORT 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
[odens]-dagen o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
Þronde o e o: e M M B F LONG 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
Varnnu a u ɔ u L H B B SHORT 2 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
are a e ɔ: e L M B F LONG 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
syni y i y i H H F F SHORT 1 1 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
læið-[angren] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
læið-[angren] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
ri[taðe] a e a e L M B F SHORT 1 2 I 173 19.10.1823 Hákon 
 
